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HAITI EARTHQUAKE

Student Struggles to Contact Family
By MATT SUTHERLAND
The Breeze

HOLLY FOURNIER / THE BREEZE

After the largest earthquake recorded in the
region hit Haiti’s capitol Port-au-Prince Tuesday, one JMU senior is trying to contact his
family at the epicenter of the disaster.
Patrick Eugene, a computer science major,
is from Pétionville, a suburb of Haiti’s capitol
city where a hospital collapsed moments after
the earthquake.
At : p.m. Tuesday, an earthquake
occurred about  kilometers away from Portau-Prince. The disaster registered a . on the
Richter scale, which classifies as a “major”
earthquake, causing severe damage. Although
major earthquakes occur about  times a

year in the world on average, the devastation
in Haiti is severe because of Port-au-Prince’s
dense population.
Eugene said he found out about the
news after exercising with a friend Tuesday
evening.
“I had just left the gym when I went back
to the house to see this catastrophe,” Eugene
said. “I tried to call, but the call didn’t go
through because the phone system is down.”
Eugene then talked to his brother, who
told Eugene that he had talked to their mother about an hour before the earthquake took
place.
With the exception of his cousin in Brooklyn

(LEFT) Patrick Eugene, a computer
science major was born in Pétionville,
a suburb of Port-au-Prince. (BELOW)
Port-au-Prince is home to over 2
million people. Haiti is one of the
most impoverished nations.
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HIGHER EDUCATION FUNDING

Rose, Board Displeased

Kaine’s Last Proposed Budget Aims to Take $6.3 Million of Privately Raised Funds from University
By JOHN SUTTER
The Breeze

JMU’s budget could suffer a large cut due to the
large budget deficit.
“I’m depressed,” President Linwood Rose told
the Board of Visitors during Friday’s quarterly
meeting.
This response comes after Charlie King, senior
vice president for Administration and Finance,
reported to the Board of Visitors on the governor’s
proposed cuts to higher education.
Language in Gov. Tim Kaine’s proposed budget allows the state to take $. million of privately

raised money, and other funds not supported by
taxpayer dollars, and transfer it to the state’s general fund for use on any state program or project.
“It was disheartening for us to build up these
reserves and not borrow as much and then just
have them cut,” King said.
The state government has allowed JMU to
take extra private funds and invest them in the
state treasury as long as the money was properly managed and not used for operational
expenses, according to King. JMU would use the
interest earned for unbudgeted emergencies,

“They are taking our money and
going to use it for whatever
they want to use it for, and
yet we can’t even do that
at our own institution.”
Charlie King

vice president for
Administration and Finance

see BOARD, page 4

TITLE IX

Lawsuit
Thrown Out
By MATT SUTHERLAND
The Breeze

A group fighting against JMU’s Title
IX cuts to varsity teams announced
plans to appeal a court’s Dec.  decision to throw out their case against
James Madison University.
A federal court struck down a lawsuit
brought by Equity in Athletics, a nonprofit and tax exempt status, for JMU’s
relegating  varsity athletic teams
to club status in July  to comply
with Title IX’s requirements for gender
equality in federally funded education
programs.
Larry Joseph, an attorney for EIA
based in Washington, D.C., said he was
not surprised by Judge Glen Conrad’s
decision to throw out the case.
“He basically showed his hand at the
beginning of the trial,” Joseph said.
The Equal Opportunity in Education
Act, better known as Title IX, was made
a federal law in . It stated no person
may be discriminated against for his or
her gender in a federally funded school
activity. Although this certainly applies
to academics, most of Title IX’s publicity
has come from the world of athletics.
JMU’s decision to drop the  Olympic
sport athletic teams was a result of compliance with the first “prong” of Title IX.
Before the “three-prong test” for compliance with Title IX was established in
 under the Carter administration,
the law required the provision of equal
opportunity based on interest. However, the test requires schools to meet one
of three categories in order to avoid federal penalty. The first category, which
JMU meets, requires athletic participation to be proportional to the gender
ratio of student enrollment. Since JMU
is about  percent women and  percent men, the athletics roster must be
equivalent to this.
EIA is a national organization of 
chapters across  states. It receives no
funding but gains vocal support from
collegiate athletes and parents across
the nation. Most of the attention the
group has garnered is from the lawsuit
against JMU.
After the cuts were announced by
JMU, EIA filed a lawsuit three months
before the cuts were enacted. Although
they have requested the Supreme
Court’s action in a previous Michigan
high school case, EIA has had little success in swaying the higher courts.
see TITLE IX, page 5

The Board of Visitors convened at their quarterly meeting Friday to discuss budget cuts.

The Rundown
on Title IX

ROBERT BOAG / THE BREEZE

TITLE IX: FOUR YEARS LATER

Wearing Thin

Three Ways to Comply

The Board chose Prong 1 because JMU did not have a history of “expanding
opportunities.” JMU had added two women’s varsity teams since 1990. JMU
had a club team with interest and ability which they did not accommodate.

Prong 1

Prong 2

Prong 3

The ratio of
male to female
undergraduates
should equal the ratio
of male to female
athletic participation.

Proof of a history
of expanding
opportunities for the
underrepresented
gender.

The school
accommodates
athletes with
interest and ability.

JMU’s Ratios in 2006

T

Undergraduates: 61% female
39% male
Participation: 50.7 % female 49.3% male

By KRISTIN McGREGOR | contributing writer

he blue-matted floor in the Godwin gymnastics room is
used by cheerleaders, divers and gymnasts. The floor is
wearing fast due to excessive use of improper shoes.
“When you’re not in the gym all your life, you don’t realize
that, like, you’re destroying the mat when you walk on it,” said
Stirling Van Winkle, a December JMU graduate who has been
a gymnast since he was three.
Even though the club gymnastics team paid for the floor,
the team is allowed to use it only Sunday through Thursday
see TEAMS, page 5

Title IX: A Timeline
1999

2000

Summer 2001

2001

2001

2002

2006

The Centennial
Sports Committee
commissioned by JMU
President Linwood
Rose to examine
how the athletic
department could
improve through
the next decade.

The committee’s
proposal suggests
eliminating eight
varsity sports
to make JMU
compliant with
Title IX and have
a financially
stable program.

Women’s Club
Softball sues
JMU through
the Office for
Civil Rights
to become a
varsity sport.

Student athletes
form Save our
Sports (SOS) to
raise awareness
and petition
for a change.
Save our Sports
Alumni (SOSA)
was also formed.

The Board approves
13 JMU teams to
continue receiving
the maximum
number of NCAA
scholarships, and
15 other teams
were denied future
scholarship aid.

Softball added
as a varsity
sport.

JMU refuses to grant a
club team varsity status.
The team challenges the
school for not complying
with Title IX. To avoid
losing all federal funding,
the Board unanimously
votes to cut 10 varsity
teams effective July 2007.
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Police Log

On Dec. 9, a construction superintendent reported theft of
multiple signs and damage to portable toilets, valued at $1,300,
at the Bridgeforth Stadium construction area.
On Dec. 6, a JMU student reported theft of an iPod, walkman
and headphones, valued at $380, from an unsecured UREC
locker.

On Dec. 17, a JMU employee reported damage, valued at $20O,
to a JMU vehicle’s front fender in the Facilities Management
parking lot.
On Monday, a JMU student reported fence damage, valued at
$150, in the Hillside area.
On Dec. 6, a JMU student reported a broken Hanson Hall
window, with damage valued at $100, due to a thrown snowball.
On Dec. 11, a JMU employee reported damage, valued at $100,
to a section of a brick planter in the Eagle Hall courtyard.
On Dec. 10, a JMU student reported Weaver Hall window
damage valued at $75.

Property Damage

Alcohol & Drugs

Larceny

On Dec. 6, a Harrisonburg Transit employee reported damage
to a bus window, valued at $300, broken by individuals getting
off the bus at Godwin bus stop.
On Dec. 9, a JMU student reported theft of two books, valued at
$200, left unattended at a Carrier Library table.

On Tuesday, police arrested a JMU student for marijuana
possession at Weaver Hall.
On Dec. 10, JMU student received a judicial referral for
underaged possession at McGraw-Long Hall.
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Earthquake Shakes
Haiti’s Capital
Port-au-Prince, haiti — A
powerful earthquake shook Haiti on
Tuesday, leveling buildings in the
capital, Port-au-Prince, and sending
panicked residents into the streets, as
beleaguered authorities braced for major casualties.
The quake, which had a preliminary
magnitude of 7.0, occurred about 4:45
p.m. and was centered about 10 miles
west of the capital. The U.S. Geological
Survey said it was the largest temblor
ever recorded in the area, and witnesses
reported a series of strong aftershocks.
“People are out in the streets, crying, screaming, shouting,” said Karel
Zelenka, director of the Catholic Relief
Services office in Haiti. “They see the
extent of the damage,” he said, but could
do little to rescue people trapped under
rubble because night had fallen.
“There are a lot of collapsed buildings,” Zelenka said in a telephone
interview from Port-au-Prince. “This
will be a major, major disaster.”
He reported that poorly constructed
shantytowns and other buildings had
crumbled in huge clouds of dust. Near
the CRS headquarters, a supermarket
was “completely razed,” he said, and a
gasoline station and a church were reduced to rubble. Among the worst-hit
areas was the impoverished Carrefour
section of Port-au-Prince near the sea.
In the wealthier Petionville part of the
city, where diplomats and well-off Haitians live in hillside homes, a hospital
was wrecked and houses had tumbled
into a ravine, according to the Associated Press.
President Obama issued a statement
saying his “thoughts and prayers go out
to those who have been affected by this
earthquake.”
The State Department said the
United States will provide military and
civilian disaster assistance to Haiti, and
on Tuesday evening, the U.S. Agency
for International Development and the
military’s U.S. Southern Command had
begun working to coordinate an assessment of the situation on the island.
State Department spokesman P.J.
Crowley said embassy officials had begun trying to contact Americans living
in the city but were hampered by a lack
of communication and by roads that
were impassable.
“The damage is significant. Lots of
walls down. There are people who have
been killed by falling debris,” Crowley
said. “Clearly, the situation there, the
damage there, is significant.”
As of 7 p.m., Crowley said, U.S. officials had been unable to reach their
Haitian counterparts in the capital. He
said there have been reports that the
national palace was damaged in the
quake.
Crowley said the State Department
will continue to reach out in the hopes
of offering assistance to the island nation, considered the poorest in the
Western Hemisphere.
“Haiti is one of the poorest countries
on Earth, and clearly the most challenged in our hemisphere,” he said.
“We have tried to reach out to the government of Haiti...but we haven’t been
successful. We are standing by to provide whatever assistance we can.”

Obama to Announce
Fees for U.S. Banks
WASHINGTON — President Barack
Obama will announce Thursday his
intention to impose a fee on roughly
20 of the country’s largest banks and
financial institutions to help recoup
taxpayer bailout money and trim the
federal budget deficit.
Obama will outline his proposal
to raise as much as $120 billion at the
White House, Obama’s press secretary, Robert Gibbs, told reporters.
Gibbs said the president’s economic
team has worked on a structure to
prevent the levy from being passed
onto consumers.
The fees, expected to be spread
over as many as 10 years, will be
based on the leverage or amount of liability each firm has, according to an
administration official, who spoke on
the condition of anonymity.
The final cost of the fees will be
based on total losses from the Troubled Asset Relief Program, which
administration officials expect to
drop from the current Treasury estimate of $120 billion. The White House
declined to provide a list of banks that

would be targeted.
The move may have a bigger political than fiscal impact. By including
it in the budget message that he will
send to Congress next month, the
president is tapping into public anger
over the bailouts of the financial and
auto industries, executive bonuses as
well as the deficit.
“The politics on this is really quite
easy,” said Doug Elliott, a fellow at the
Brookings Institution in Washington
and a former managing director at JPMorgan Chase. “The public would be
supportive of anything up to shooting
and burning the bankers.”
With the unemployment rate at 10
percent and the deficit forecast by the
White House budget office to surpass
$1 trillion again this year after hitting
$1.4 trillion in 2009, Obama and the
Democratic Party are seeking to limit
voter discontent before the November
congressional elections.
Adding to potential public backlash are reports that Wall Street’s
bonus season may be one of its largest even as the economy struggles to
pull out of the worst recession since
the 1930s.
Top House Democrats said the
president has a winning issue.
“I’m all in favor of it, but I haven’t
seen specifics,” said House Financial
Services Committee Chairman Barney Frank, D-Mass.
Rep. David Camp, R-Mich., the top
Republican on the Ways and Means
Committee, said while he and other
Republicans find bonuses being paid
by banks that got bailouts “irresponsible” and “outrageous,” they are
concerned that taxing banks will hurt
lending, and thus job creation.

NATO Likely to Send
More Troops
WASHINGTON — NATO probably will come through with several
thousand more troops for the war in
Afghanistan after an international conference in London later this
month, the alliance’s top military
commander said Wednesday.
U.S. Navy Admiral James Stavridis,
NATO’s supreme allied commander,
said he’s aiming to bolster the force
beyond the 30,000 additional troops
President Barack Obama authorized
Nov. 30 and 7,000 that allies offered
last month.
The commitments fell short of the
40,000 increase that General Stanley
McChrystal, the top U.S. and NATO
commander in Afghanistan, had
sought for his campaign to turn back
a resurgent Taliban, protect civilians
and train Afghan forces.
“I’m very confident as we come out
of the London conference, we’ll add
to that,” Stavridis said in an interview
Wednesday. “The commander has
asked for 40,000. My goal is to get him
40,000.”
The assurance suggests Germany
and France may add to their forces in
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization-led war. The two nations were the
largest holdouts at a December meeting in Brussels where allies including
Britain, Italy, Poland, Slovakia and
non-NATO member Georgia pledged
more soldiers.
Germany, which has 4,280 troops
in Afghanistan, has said it probably
will decide whether to increase the
number after the Jan. 28 London conference to coordinate civilian and
military assistance. The 43 partner
nations fighting the war, including all
28 NATO members, are seeking to stabilize the country and train enough
Afghans to begin taking over before
Obama’s planned July 2011 target for
starting a drawdown of forces.
Stavridis predicted the Afghan
military and police that now number
about 200,000 can grow “in the vicinity” of another 50,000 this year.
“I think that’s realistic,” he said. “It
is challenging. It has got risk associated with it. It will require resources
— both dollars and trainers. We are
going after that hard.”
Expanding the force to the 400,000
McChrystal recommended is “in
the `under-construction’ category,”
Stavridis said. That will have to be coordinated with Afghan leaders.
“Let’s see how we do this year before we start stretching out for the
bigger goals,” Stavridis said. “But I
think to get to 250,000 in the next 12
months is within our grasp.”
While increases in pay have helped
recruitment soar in the last two months,

one of the biggest risks to the planned
expansion is retaining those soldiers
and police officers recruited, he said.

Suffocation Deaths
Prevalent in China
SINGAPORE — Babies in rural
China are more than twice as likely
to die from unintentional suffocation
as their urban counterparts, a study
highlighting a health divide between
cities and the countryside has found.
Scientists analyzed cause-of-death
records to gauge urban- rural disparities in deaths from injuries. Rural
males of all ages were found to be 47
percent more likely to die from injuries than urban counterparts; the rate
for rural females was 33 percent higher. Unintentional suffocation is the
leading cause of higher death rates in
China’s rural areas in babies younger
than 1 year old, the study found.
The findings, published in the winter 2010 issue of the Journal of Rural
Health, exemplify the differences between rural and urban populations
that have incited riots in the countryside. Injuries are the leading cause of
death in China in people 1 to 39 years
old, said the authors, who point to a
lack of awareness of potential hazards as a cause of the increased risk in
rural areas.
“While our research did not investigate causes behind the disparities,
previous research has shown that rural residents of China have more law
violations and high-risk behaviors
than urban residents, such as driving after drinking, driving without a
license, storing pesticides at home,
and using rat poison at home,” lead
study author Guoqing Hu, of China’s
Central South University, said in a
statement.
Injuries resulting from traffic collisions, drowning, poisoning, falls
or burns and violence kill more than
5 million people worldwide and
account for 9 percent of global mortality, according to the World Health
Organization in Geneva.
In China, injuries cause an annual
loss of 12.6 million potentially productive years of life — a loss greater
than that attributed to any disease
group, the researchers said. The estimated annual cost of injury is almost
four times the nation’s total public
health services budget, they said.
Drowning is the most important
cause of urban-rural disparity for
those 1 to 14 years old, according to
the study, which was also carried out
by researchers at the Johns Hopkins
Bloomberg School of Public Health.

College Aid Goes to
Wealthy Students
WASHINGTON — At many of the
nation’s top public universities, millions of dollars in financial aid is
going to students from wealthy families instead of low-income students,
resulting in campuses that are often
less diverse than those at elite private
schools, according to a new report.
According to the Education Trust,
the amount of aid flagship state
universities gave to students whose
parents make at least $115,000 a year
increased 28 percent between 2003
and 2007, totaling $361.4 million in
2007.
The report suggests that these
public universities have neglected
their mission to educate their states’
diverse populations in favor of recruiting high-achieving students
from wealthy families who can
help the schools climb in national
rankings.
“It’s almost as if some of America’s
best public colleges have forgotten
that they are, in fact, public,” Kati
Haycock, president of the Education
Trust, said in a statement.
Thirty years ago, a federal Pell
Grant covered most of the cost of attending a four-year college; today it
covers about a third, making it more
difficult for low-income students to
attend their state’s flagship school.
The typical low-income student today
is stuck with a bill totaling about 70
percent of his or her family’s annual
income, according to the report.
Universities increased the amount
of aid given to students from families
in the lowest income category between
2004 and 2007, the report said. Yet these
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schools give equal amounts of aid to
students whose parents make more
than $80,000 and those whose parents
make less than $54,000 a year.

New York Pushes
Salt Reduction Plan
NEW YORK — City health officials
are pushing a nationwide plan to reduce the amount of salt in packaged
and restaurant foods by 25 percent
over the next five years, an effort that
may help prevent heart attacks and
stroke.
Sodium content is so high in ordinary foods that a deli sandwich alone
may contain the total daily recommended amount for older adults, the
New York City Department of Health
and Mental Hygiene said Tuesday.
Under the proposed reduction, a
quarter-pound cheeseburger would
have about a fourth of the daily recommended salt. The burger contains
more than a third of the allotment
now.
The changes may help prevent
some of the 23,000 deaths a year in
New York from heart attacks and
stroke, the city said. Americans consume about twice the recommended
amount of salt each day, the city said.
About 80 percent of the sodium is
added to foods before they are sold
and much comes from baked goods
that don’t necessarily taste salty, the
city said.
“The misconception is that if you’re
not adding salt to your food, then
you’re not a salt-eater,” said Rebecca
Solomon, a nutritional coordinator
for the surgical weight loss program
at Mt. Sinai School of Medicine in
New York. “Salt is in all the things we
rely on. It’s a preservative, and it’s an
effective preservative, but unfortunately it doesn’t preserve our health.”
Mayor Michael Bloomberg, who
started his third term this year, has
made sweeping changes to New
York’s health regulations including
cutting trans fats in eating places and
requiring fast-food restaurant menus
to list calories.
The salt reduction won’t have as
much impact on national health as
those initiatives, Solomon said . A 50
percent reduction would be “more
appropriately ambitious,” she said.
The best ways to reduce salt intake are
public education campaigns about
the dangers of consuming too much
salt and how to choose healthier
foods, she said.
The reduction is voluntary for food
manufacturers and restaurants. The city
is soliciting comments from companies
and consumer groups through Feb. 1
and plans to adopt final U.S. targets for
sodium reductions by spring. New York
said it is working with other cities, states
and health organizations as part of the
initiative to cut salt intake.

Distracted Driving
Causes Crashes
WASHINGTON — At least 28 percent of U.S. traffic crashes are caused
by drivers using handheld communication devices such as mobile phones,
a safety group said.
About 1.6 million crashes a year
are caused by drivers on the phone

or texting, Janet Froetscher, chief executive officer of the National Safety
Council, said Tuesday at a press
conference at the Transportation
Department.
The group’s call to ban all mobile
phone use while driving has support
from Transportation Secretary Ray
LaHood, who said it would be up to
Congress and states whether to require such a ban.
“We’re on a rampage about this,”
said LaHood. He said last year that
curbing distracted driving is among
his priorities.
LaHood, who toured the North
American International Auto Show
Monday, criticized automakers for
adding technology to cars that may
distract drivers.
“Any distraction that takes two
hands off the wheel and eyes off the
windshield should not be allowed,”
he said when asked about Ford’s
plans to bring social networking and
Web browsing tools into its vehicles
by 2015.
Ford Chief Executive Officer Alan
Mulally said Tuesday that his company’s voice-activated and touch-screen
communications system doesn’t distract drivers.
“We have found you do best at driving when you keep your eyes on the
road and your hands on the wheel,”
Mulally said. “We will probably do
more to reduce driver distraction.”
About 16 percent of fatal crashes in
2008 involved a driver whose attention was interrupted in some way, up
from 11 percent in 2005, according to
Transportation Department data released in September.
The National Safety Council, based in
Itasca, Ill., found that about 1.4 million
crashes a year are caused by drivers using mobile phones and at least 200,000
more by drivers who are texting.

Watching TV May
Shorten Life Span

WASHINGTON — Every hour spent
sitting idle in front of the television
raises the risk of premature death
from heart disease by 18 percent, an
Australian study has found.
Researchers tracked the TV-viewing habits of 8,800 adults and followed
them for six years. They found those
who spent four hours daily in front
of the tube had an 80 percent greater
risk of dying from cardiovascular disease than those who watched the box
for less than two hours. The association was independent of risks such as
smoking, obesity and unhealthy diet.
Prolonged inactivity, which can
raise blood-sugar and cholesterol
levels, is to blame for the health effects, not the appliance itself, said
David Dunstan, a study author and
researcher at Baker IDI Heart & Diabetes Institute in Melbourne. The
finding, published Tuesday in the
medical journal Circulation, supports
studies from the Mayo Clinic showing that watching too much television
is one of the biggest contributors to a
sedentary lifestyle and weight gain.
“Too much sitting is bad for health,”
said Dunstan, a professor of health
sciences. “Avoid sitting for prolonged
periods and keep in mind to move
more, more often.”

— The Washington Post and Los Angeles Times
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in brief
virginia tech

April 16 Shooting

A Virginia judge said parts of a $10
million lawsuit filed by the families
of two students slain in the mass
shootings at Virginia Tech can go
forward. He also ruled cases against
three employees of Virginia Tech’s
counseling center can proceed.
charlottesville

Missing Student

Parents of missing Virginia Tech student
Morgan Harrington want to continue the
search since she went missing Oct. 17. A
search was scheduled for this weekend
but was called off because of snow on
the ground. They hope to reschedule the
volunteer community effort in February.
University of virginia

First Female President
The University of Virginia will have its
first female president come August 1.
Teresa A. Sullivan was unanimously
elected Monday by the university’s
board of visitors to succeed President
John Casteen, 66. Casteen announced
last summer that he would step down
after 20 years as the seventh president.
According to her five-year contract at
U.Va., Sullivan will receive an annual
compensation package of $680,000.

Sunday

mostly cloudy
48/34

rain, sleet
40/34
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energy

Weak Climate Accord Disappoints Student
By Katie Hibson
Contributing Writer

Environmentally-conscious senior
Mary Shindler went a little farther than
most students with her goal to help the
earth — she went all the way to Copenhagen over winter break to take part in
the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change.
Shindler, a Charlottesville resident
and philosophy major, went to the U.N.
Convention as part of the 19-member
Sierra Student Coalition. Held Dec. 7
through Dec. 18 at the Bella Center in
Copenhagen, the purpose of the convention was to try to create a binding
agreement among more than 110
nations on climate change. Shindler
was one of 2,500 youths from around

the world to attend the convention.
“The conference was one of the
most physically and mentally intense

“The conference was one
of the most physically
and mentally intense
experiences of my life. ”
Mary Shindler

senior philosophy major

experiences of my life,” Shindler said.
“We were up at 5 a.m. and working 20
hours a day setting policy, presenting

interventions and organizing with
other youth activists.”
Although Shindler described her
experience working at the convention
as eye-opening, disappointment was
the ultimate outcome of the two-week
effort at cooperation.
“The participating nations ended up
not coming anywhere close to a binding treaty,” Shindler said. “They came
out with a Copenhagen Accord, which
didn’t really say much.”
The Copenhagen Accord, which
was the end result of 31 straight hours
of negotiating, produced an agreement urging major polluters to make
significant emissions cuts to keep
world temperatures from rising above
see summit, page 4

Courtesy of Mary Shindler

Mary Shindler joined the EARTH Club
during her sophomore year and went to
Copenhagen throught the Sierra Club.

harrisonburg

Throwing Illiteracy Under the Bus

Speaker

Doctor
Advocates
Proactive
Approach
By Ryan Platt
and Caitlin Hawes
The Breeze, contributing writer

Every year, medical technology
becomes more advanced yet the number of people receiving health care
in America remains unimpressive,
according to Dr. Russell Greenfield, a
conventional practitioner who used to
scoff at alternative medicine such as
hypnotism and acupuncture. A course
at the Arizona Center for Integrative
Medicine made him change his mind.
Greenfield spoke in Festival on
Monday evening before an audience
see Doctor, page 4

madison for keeps

More Than
$400,000 in
Donations
By Aaron Koepper
The Breeze

While the Office of Financial Aid
stopped its official soliciting efforts
for Madison for Keeps at the end of
last 2009 that doesn’t mean the end of
donations to the program.
This semester, College of Business
Professor Mert Tokman’s Principles
of Marketing class will break into four
teams and create four fundraising
events over the course of the semester
to raise money for Madison for Keeps.
“We did a similar project in the 2008
fall semester where we worked with
outside charity organizations and marketed fundraisers,” Tokman said. “In
the past they brought in guest speakers,
hosted basketball tournaments, pretty
much whatever they wanted.”
In the meantime, $92,418 remains
to be distributed from the fundraising efforts to students who qualify this
semester and next year.
Over the past semester, 3,359 donors
raised a combined $419,175, and more
donations are expected.
The one-semester program was
designed to give out extra financial aid
to students who were unable to pay college even with the loans and financial
aid they already received.
“We’ve been able to help everyone
who’s applied and qualified,” said Andy
Perrine, JMU’s vice president of marketing and communications. “But we
expect to see people coming in.”
Perrine said the generosity of donors
was far greater than expected and the
program has been a huge success.
see Keeps, page 4
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Every day, the Gus Bus makes its rounds to neighborhoods where low-income and English-as-a second language students can climb aboard and have
access to resources that help further themselves academically.

U

By Danielle Strickler | contributing writer

p to 25 school children take a ride on the Gus Bus for
help with reading and homework each day. While
visiting 40 neighborhoods, low-income and Englishas-a-second-language students get the help they need
to excel in school.
The Gus Bus is now one of 50 finalists competing in Clorox's Power a Bright Future grant
contest. Five winners receive $10,000 and a feature in People magazine. Anyone can vote daily
through Jan. 17.
Through the Reading Road Show mobile
literacy program, “Gus” concentrates on
pre-school and younger children during
the day while older students are at school.
In the evening, there are opportunities for
homework help and a place to get a healthy

snack, according to Pat Kennedy, head of the
program.
Sponsored by JMU's Institute for Innovation
in Health and Human Services, the program is
also funded by grants and private donations. In
2002, the early learning opportunity workshop
offered a grant, and the idea for the Reading
Roadshow Gus Bus was created.
In early May 2002, the first Gus Bus arrived
to serve primarily Harrisonburg and Rockingham County. Two years later, a second Gus Bus
began serving primarily Paige County. The Gus
Bus is partnered with Massanutten RegionalLibrary, Rockingham Memorial Hospital, JMU
and WVPT, the area's public television.
The Gus Bus, and 49 other nonprofit organizations, were chosen by Clorox from
more than 5,000 applications. Kennedy said
the local program is ranked in 12th place.
see Bus, page 4

reported break-ins fall from last winter break

— SOURCE: Harrisonburg Police Dept.

Dec. 12, 2008 – Jan. 11, 2009

Dec. 12, 2009 – Jan. 10, 2010

40 burglary/breaking and entering cases

16 burglary/breaking and entering cases

robert boag / The breeze
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Doctor | Describes Medical School as an ‘Unhealthy’ Time

in brief
local

Deer Hunting Rule
Harrisonburg City Council
voted Tuesday to approve an
ordinance allowing bow hunting
in an attempt to control the deer
population nuisance. Mayor
Kai Degner, who voted against
the action, believes there needs
to be a minimum lot size in
order to kill deer on private
land in order to ensure safety.

West virginia university

For the Animals

West Virginia University stated it
has corrected the animal-welfare
problems in its Health Sciences
labs. After being criticized by
the USDA and animal rights
groups for unclean conditions
and the lack of supervision for
drugged animals, WVU stated
plans to retrain staff members
and renovate their labs.
outer space

Unnamed Object

NASA announced a mystery
object from space missed
Earth Wednesday. Although
scientists are unsure whether
or not the object is space junk
or a small asteroid, it was
visible in the sky on the west
coast of the United States.

keeps
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Students
Also Raised
Money

from page 3

The largest single donations —
$25,000 — came from the Alumni
Association and an anonymous
JMU alumna and her husband.
Many donors were JMU alumni,
but groups such as the Student
Government Association and
the Student Occupation Therapy
Association also raised money.
The Girls of Madison Calendar
also donated proceeds.
“We didn’t want to set a specific goal, we wanted to help as
many people as we could,” Perrine said. “We didn’t think we
would raise $400,000, and the
fact we helped is beyond our
wildest hopes.”
Each of the 90 students
received an average of $3,100
each, with some students getting the money for expenses fully
paid by the program.
“They covered most of what my
federal loans didn’t,” said junior
Anthony Bowman, a music education major. “I have $300 left,
but that’s a lot more manageable
than $7,000. Without Madison for
Keeps, I wouldn’t be here.”
Junior Courtney Smith,
expressed similar sentiments in
a video testimonial on the initiative’s Web site.
“I applied because I didn’t
have any other options,” Smith
said. “I don’t think I can say
thank you enough.”
While the initiative might
be officially over for now, that
doesn’t mean it’s gone for good.
“The economy is slowly
improving but unemployment
is still down,” Perrine said. “We
believe we might see the same
issues going into next year, and
if that’s true, we’ll bring it back.”

from page 3

of about 200 people. He is an
assistant clinical professor at
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, a visiting
assistant professor at the University of Arizona College of
Medicine and coauthor of the
book, “Healthy Child, Whole
Child.”
The JMU-Rockingham
Memorial Hospital Collaborative invited him to JMU to
speak about “integrating paths
to health and wellness.”
Rhonda Zingraff, associate
dean of the Institute for Innovation in Health and Human
Services, described the mission
as creating “an environment
that fosters innovation that we
have a mutual interest in,” in
regards to health.
“Health is not about popping pills and supplements,”
Greenfield said during his presentation. “It’s about getting
enough rest, sleep, managing stress, eating well and
exercising.”
In Arizona, he realized the
key to health was focusing on
each individual’s “untapped
potential for healing.” Rather
than simply relying on medicine
to heal diseases, he emphasized
that people should prevent them
in the first place by keeping
healthy. The most health-essential substances, he said, are
vitamin D and fish oils.

Nate Carden/The Breeze

Dr. Russell Greenfield describes health as taking care of oneself
during Monday’s presentation in Festival. “Health is not about
popping pills and supplements,” he said.

Greenfield promoted integrated medicine as something
to keep the “body, mind, spirit,
family, community and environment” healthy. Unfortunately,
he said modern doctors are not
trained to look beyond simply
fixing a problem.
“If you decide to go into the
health care system, you’re going
into seven to 10 years of the
most unhealthy years of your

life,” he said. “It’s unhealthy,
and then after that we’re supposed to sit across the table
from people and tell them this
is how you eat right, this is how
you exercise, this is how you’re
supposed to live healthily. This
needs to change.”
With his own patients, Greenfield makes a point of discussing
stress, sex, employment, spirituality, childhood and other

and his brother, Eugene’s entire
family lives in Haiti. The only way
he’s been able to receive any recent
information is through news Web
sites and television broadcasts.
“I feel terrible,” Eugene said. “I
couldn’t even sleep last night, and
even now I don’t feel like eating
anything. It’s really sad, watching
the news and seeing blood and suffering where you were.”
While may be the most affected
in the JMU community, the earthquake has shown its damage across
the Commonwealth.
University of Virginia and Virginia Tech students were 37 miles
away from the epicenter when
the earthquake happened. With
the Blacksburg United Methodist
Church, students left Port-au-Prince
in the morning and were traveling through a small town north of
the capital when the disaster took
place. Judy Davis, an administrator for the BUMC, said the church
received an e-mail last night saying

RMH collaborative will host
a mindfulness-based stress
reduction class.
“It was really refreshing to
hear this stuff coming from a
professional in another field,”
said Amy Kramer, a second year
graduate student. “We’re trying
to promote overall wellness,
and it’s refreshing to hear him
reinforce that.”
Although Greenfield said
35 percent to 40 percent of
patients used alternative medicine, many are embarrassed to
tell their doctors about it. However, if patients are not open
and honest, doctors will have a
more difficult time diagnosing
and healing them.
One of the founders of the
JMU-RMH Collaborative was
Jerry Benson, the JMU vice
provost of science, technology, engineering, mathematics,
health and human services
(STEM/HHS). He said Monday
that integrated health care was a
“pay off” not only to individuals
to make them healthier, but also
to the community so it does not
have to cover so many expenses.
If people can keep themselves
from getting sick, they do not
need to pay to cure themselves,
he explained.
“The change in health care
is going to start with each of
us,” Greenfield said. “It’s about
bringing health care back to its
foundation and relationship.”

Summit | Students Organized Protest to Support Maldives
from page 3

preindustrial levels. However,
the accord does not require
nations to abide by the emission
output goals. The agreement
also provided billions in climate
aid to developing nations.
According to Shindler, most
of the disappointment and
lack of cooperation came from
developed nations, including
the United States. The developed nations opposed plans
to help less developed nations
adapt to climate change, which
increased the difficulty of negotiations by creating obstacles
and objecting to proposals.
“It was very frustrating,”
Shindler said. “The developing
nations have caused this problem, and we really need to step
up and take responsibility for it.
We can’t keep putting it off.”
Shindler described one day

when negotiation tensions
grew so high that the delegation
from the Republic of Maldives,
a small island nation in the
Indian Ocean, stood up, angrily announced displeasure with
the developed nations’ proposal and stormed out of the Bella
Center. Shindler and other
youth representatives quickly
organized an “approved action”,
similar to a protest, in the Bella
Center with signs backing the
position of the nation.
“We supported them because
the Republic of Maldives is a
prime example of the how we
are already seeing the effects
of climate change,” Shindler
said. “Their country will probably be underwater in the next
few years because of climate
change, and they’re trying to
figure out a new plan for what
to do with their people when it
happens.”

One of the most memorable
experiences of Shindler’s trip
was a dinner that Chinese and
American youth representatives attended. Approximately
50 representatives from each
nation talked about how their
nations could better facilitate
future economic and political
discussions.
“It almost brought me to
tears to see and talk with the
future leaders of the U.S. and
China,” Shindler said. “Some of
the most intelligent and inspiring people were in a room
together peacefully discussing
how to work together.”
China and the United States
have historically been at
odds politically, with particular regard to issues involving
climate change. The United
States and China, the two leading emitters of carbon dioxide,
disagreed on many key points

about clean energy in Copenhagen. China wants to use coal
as the main energy source to
help build its economy, while
the United States favors a more
clean energy alternative.
“If we can do it, how come
our leaders can’t do it?” Shindler said laughing. “Just get out
of the way and let us do it!”
Shindler joined JMU ’s
EARTH Club during her sophomore year, despite no previous
involvement with environmental activism. She soon joined
the Sierra Club, where she
first heard about the UN Convention. The Sierra Club is an
organization which works to
protect the environment. The
Sierra Club wasn’t originally
planning on sending a student
delegate to the conference.
But Shindler and Ethan
Buckner, a Vassar College student, submitted a proposal

during the summer, much past
the April deadline. The Sierra
Club accepted the pair.
Each member raised $2,500
to finance the trip, with contributions coming from a grant
through the JMU Office of International Programs, the Climate
Action Alliance of the Valley,
the Sierra Club Shenandoah
Valley Chapter of Harrisonburg
and the Mother Nature Network. Plans for the trip were
hastily arranged, with confirmation for housing coming a
mere week before the scheduled departure date.
Despite the last-minute travel
plans, the accompanying stress
was worth it for Shindler.
“I love the idea that I can
take an issue I am concerned
with and actually do something about it and make a
difference,” Shindler said. “I
just hope that next year will be

bus | One of 50 Organizations from More than 5,000 Applications
from page 3

“I know that with JMU
behind us, there is no reason
we can’t get in the top five,”
Kennedy said.
“These students are
amazing.”
According to Kennedy,
studies show that reading to
children before preschool
greatly increases their chances
of doing well in school.
More than 2,300 votes had
been cast through the competiton's Facebook application as

of Wednesday.
“If the Gus Bus did things
to get their competition more
publicized, there would be no
reason that they couldn’t be in
the top five,” freshman psychology major Elizabeth Warren
said.
The Gus Bus recruits JMU
students in their classes to volunteer. Some majors, such as
education and psychology,
require students to do community service.
“I like to look at it as the old
pebble in the water effect,»

To Vote for the Gus Bus:
http://apps.facebook.com/brightfuture/causes/2241
You must have a Facebook account and log on to use
the application. Voters will receive a $0.75 coupon for
Clorox products.

Kennedy said. “The Bus is the
rock, and we are dropped into
the community, and we are
able to help all these children
and even parents.”

the group was fine.
“Personally it felt like I was about
to faint or lose my footing when it
happened,” wrote Virginia Tech student Michelle West.
A group from Blue Ridge Community College, the Students in Free
Enterprise Team, made contact with
the college Wednesday evening to
notify them of their safety. Two students, Mike Aronoff from Vienna
and Megan Samples from Harrisonburg, and two faculty members,
Rebecca Evans and Gail Foley, had
not been in touch with the college
until late Wednesday. According to
BRCC Public Relations Coordinator
Bridget Baylor, their whereabouts
were approximately 20 miles southwest of Port-au-Prince.
The government and charities
have already taken or announced
swift action. President Obama stated Tuesday the U.S. government
would send $29 million in relief
aid. In addition, Coast Guard and
Navy boats will be dispatched to
Haiti’s coast, and aircraft to provide an overhead visual of the total

damage.
Pop musician and rapper Wyclef
Jean, a native Haitian, is urging people to donate to his charity, Yélé
Haiti, by texting “YELE” to 501501,
which will accredit $5 to one’s
phone bill. Jean has received abundant support from other celebrities
like Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie for
his charity.
Even with a considerable amount
of support from the United States,
the Federal Trade Commission
issued a charitable fraud alert
Wednesday, citing several fake
charitable requests and links to
malicious software.
Although much of this aid is a
positive sign from America, Eugene
emphasized the importance for
Haiti to be able to pull itself together as well.
“It’s a fact that Haiti’s in need, but
I don’t want people outside of Haiti
waiting for [the earthquake] to do
something,” Eugene said. “We do
really need help this time, but we
really want something long term,
so people can live a better life.”

join the conversation.

Sometimes parents will come
on the bus wanting to learn
English as a second language.
Several local organizations
help the program. The Green

Valley Book Fair donates books
and the Blue Ridge Area Food
Bank provides healthy snacks
for the children. Other books
come from community donations or yard sales.
Should the program win the
competition, the money from
the grant will be used to keep
the bus on the road: for gas,
maintenance and paying staff.
Any extra money will be used
toward reading materials and
other supplies.
The competition ends Jan.
17.

board | $3.5 Billion Loss in Va.

haiti | U.Va., VT Students Safe in Haiti
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aspects of their lives. Doctors,
he said, often tend to overlook
these aspects because they
are too busy. Instead of looking deeply into problems, they
simply write prescriptions to
appease their patients, even if
their patients do not need them.
The result is disastrous: unhappy patients whose unhappiness
adversely affects their health
and unhappy, overworked doctors whose unhappiness affects
their treatment of patients. He
emphasized that the problem
is not in the doctors, but in the
system.
“If all we do is focus on the
physical being, we are going to
miss out on some stuff,” Greenfield said.
Most controversially,
Greenfield realized that alternative medicine can be used
to enhance the body’s natural
healing, although he cautioned
against using it as an “alternative” or “compliment.”
Acupuncture can be used for
back pain. Hypnosis can calm
patients going into surgery and
reduce their pain. Meditation
can reduce stress, which he
said inhibits the immune system, mood and cardiovascular
system.
Greenfield promoted “mindfulness” meditation, which
involves taking time in the day
to only focus and fully experience on one thing, rather than
multitask. In March, the JMU-

from front

capital projects and future
growth plans.
“They are taking our
money and going to use it
for whatever they want to
use it for and yet we can’t
even do that at our own
institution,” King said.
“We’ve lived up to our
commitment that we’ve
been asked to do, and those
agreements are seemingly
meaningless,” Rose told the
Board.
Outraged at this budgetary maneuver, Rose called
the proposal ethically flawed
and bad practice.
“These are funds to cover
and support actions of a
university and come from a
far more narrow part of the
population and not funds to
be used to support general
funds,” Rose said. “My opinion is its bad policy.”

The state gave JMU
$11.2 million through the
American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act, or federal
stimulus money. According to King, the stimulus
money has been “a lifesaver” for JMU’s budget. When
Virginia accepted stimulus
dollars, it agreed to not cut
higher education budgets
below the 2006 level.
With the proposed budget, JMU will be at its 2006
level. Virginia cannot continue to cut JMU’s operating
budget without losing stimulus funding.
“The state is desperate to
balance the budget but they
have cut higher education
as much as they can,” King
said.
After 2012 when the state
is no longer using stimulus funds, it has the option
of cutting JMU’s budget as much as it deems

necessary.
The Commonwealth faces
a $3.5 billion budget shortfall
and Kaine’s proposed budget calls for a $283 million
cut to all higher education.
Virginia’s state constitution
mandates a balanced budget. A budget cannot run
in the red in regards to the
amount of the general funds
available to the state and the
private auxiliary funds.
Also at Friday’s meeting,
the Board heard presentations regarding the North
Campus or Rockingham
Memorial Hospital transition and the new e-mail
system. Members unanimously approved a new
graduate degree program in
health communication and
advocacy.
For more information, visit
www.jmu.edu/visitors.

Share your thoughts on these stories.
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TEAMS | In Club Sports, Students are Own Coaches
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from  p.m. to  p.m. The team paid for
the mat with money from the athletics
department, which was compensation
for losing varsity team status.
In , the JMU Board of Visitors
unanimously voted to eliminate 
varsity teams to comply with Title IX, a
federal law mandating equal opportunity for men and women.
On Dec. , a federal court in Virginia struck down a lawsuit brought
by Equity in Athletics on behalf of the
former varsity athletes at JMU. EIA, a
non-profit organization representing
 states, announced it would appeal
the decision. This has been a three-year
battle since EIA began fighting for the
 teams in July .
The JMU athletic department, for
the past three years, has given the club
teams — that absorbed former varsity
athletes – money previously budgeted
for the  varsity teams.
Since most former varsity athletes
affected by the cuts are graduating in
May —  would have been their
freshman year — this is probably the
last year the clubs will receive the
funds. For the first year as club teams,
they could have received up to  percent of its varsity budget if it had 
percent of former varsity athlete participation. Every year since , funding
has dropped  percent, according to
Chris Jones, UREC’s coordinator of
sport clubs and youth programs.
Jones believes the clubs will continue without the money from athletics.
“They’ve survived without it for a
long time,” Jones said, referring to the
history of JMU’s club sports.
The clubs have used the money for
equipment, travel and new uniforms.

Those Affected

The  decision affected  athletes, including Van Winkle, and three
full-time and eight part-time coaches.
Seven men’s varsity teams – archery,
cross country, gymnastics, indoor track,
outdoor track, swimming and wrestling
– as well as women’s archery, fencing
and gymnastics, were eliminated.
“It was definitely heartbreaking,”
said senior Elly Hart, a former varsity
gymnast. “I honestly felt like I was in a
daze and a dream and that this wasn’t
happening.”
December graduate Jacob Wukie of

Oak Harbor, Ohio, came to JMU for the
archery team. Wukie, , was the No. 
male recurve archer in the nation for
.
According to Wukie, the archery
team has brought in four team national
championships,  individual national
champions and seven individual world
champions. Wukie said though he
thinks JMU is a great school, he questions why the school cut a sport that
brings in so many awards.
“Doesn’t it seem possible that’s part
of the ingredient that maybe other
schools don’t have?” Wukie asked,
referring to what he considered JMU’s
high reputation.

“We haven’t gotten any
better since they cut
us. You know, that’s not
how it’s supposed to be.
You come to college,
and you get better.”
Stirling Van Winkle
former JMU gymnast

Josh Klotz transferred to the University of South Carolina after JMU cut
the swim team his freshman year. He
decided to transfer because he did not
want to earn a degree from a university
he said he could never really respect.
“You commit to a school and then
they can’t even commit to you,” Klotz
said. “I paid to go to a school that did
that to me.”
According to a  study done by
the College Sports Council, , men’s
athletic teams have been eliminated
since .
Some former varsity athletes believe
the real motives behind eliminating
the sports involved money, moving to
Division I-A in football, or because the
sports did not bring enough recognition or profit to the school.
The football team is currently in
Division I-AA and has more than 
scholarship players. A move to I-A could
push that number to as high as .
The $, previously allocated
to the  teams was to be transferred
to fully fund the remaining women’s

BREAKING NEWS?

teams and partially fund the men’s golf
and tennis teams. The total athletic
department budget at the time was $
million.
The Board of Visitors said that its sole
motive was Title IX compliance.
“There was no malicious plot,” said
Joe Damico, who was the Board of
Visitors rector when the decision was
made. “It wasn’t about the money.”
The only reason a university would
be forced to comply is if there were a
legal challenge.
And in , JMU faced a challenge.
A club team, which Athletic Director
Jeff Bourne declined to name, asked
the university for varsity status. When
the school said no, the team challenged
the school for being out of compliance
with Title IX. To avoid losing all federal
funding, the school decided to comply
with Title IX by eliminating  varsity
teams.
Bourne said the athletic department
first looked at the minimum number
of sports JMU could field on the men’s
side and still be a Division I program.
The minimum is six teams. The department studied sports that continued to
have increasing participation at the
high school level. JMU also looked at
which varsity teams were sponsored by
the Colonial Athletic Association. It also
looked at numbers – how many sport
programs it could adjust on either side
of the gender divide and still remain
compliant with the law.
With these numbers, JMU decided
to comply with the first part of a threeprong test established to comply with
Title IX. This first prong says the ratio of
male to female undergraduates should
equal the ratio of male to female athletic participation. (See graphic on page 
for more information)
“It ended up being an exercise that
we not only looked at from a Title IX
standpoint, but what made sense,”
Bourne said. “Since we were having to
adjust the program to start with, what
made the best long-term strategic decision for us?”

Varsity to Club

Different than varsity teams, club
teams schedule their own matches,
raise their own funds and normally
cannot afford a coach.
“Sports clubs are student-led,” Jones
said. “The students make the decisions.
They have to go above and beyond

what a typical varsity athlete has to do
to raise funds to be able to have a successful year.”
Some former varsity athletes were
surprised at how much effort goes into
running a team.
“We pretty much have to do everything ourselves,” said senior Club
Wrestling President Stephen Gunther,
“which was a big change when you’re
used to having everything done for
you.”
Gunther, a former varsity athlete
who has been wrestling for  years,
said there is a lot of red tape.
“It’s been very hard for us as a club
team to get access to certain facilities
because varsity teams get preference,”
Gunther said. “We’ve had some serious
scheduling issues trying to get a hold of
the gym. When there’s a home football
game, we can’t use Godwin because
the Duke Club is there.”
Without a coach, many of the former
varsity athletes spend their own practice time coaching their peers.
“We haven’t gotten any better since
they cut us,” Van Winkle said. “You
know, that’s not how it’s supposed to
be. You come to college, and you get
better.”

Four Years Later

All six former varsity athletes interviewed, such as senior Ethan Sherman,
a swimmer, still believe the decision to
eliminate these  teams was not fair.
“I think that the only thing it is saying to kids these days is you’re not a
real athlete if you don’t play football,
basketball, baseball or one of the big
sports,” Sherman said.
Bourne, who has been JMU’s athletic
director for  years, said he still thinks
it was the right decision.
“They may not like it, but we understand why it was made,” Bourne
said. “It was the best decision for the
institution.”
Bourne and members of the board
and administration dealt with phone
calls, interviews and meetings regarding the decision. Damico, who has
been on the board since , said he
answered  calls, especially from
angry parents. He said the board isn’t a
“bunch of mean, old stuffed shirts.”
“We really do care about the kids,”
said Damico, who graduated from JMU
in . “The board is made up of moms
and dads.”
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TITLE IX

UREC Gives
Money to All
Club Teams

In addition, EIA was denied a preliminary injunction ordering JMU
to reinstate the  teams during the
trial.
“The question is whether equal
opportunity based on interest should
be reinstated over the basis of involvement,” Joseph said. “While [EIA] think
the interests should be preserved, the
court disagrees.”
According to Joseph, JMU was
technically meeting Title IX regulations with the second prong, which
states that a school must demonstrate
continual, effective development of
the underrepresented sex’s athletics.
Joseph said JMU would have been
able to add at least one women’s team
to meet the requirements.
JMU bumped men’s archery, cross
country, gymnastics, indoor and
outdoor track, swimming and wrestling to club status. In addition, the
women’s archery, fencing and gymnastics teams were also demoted.
The club teams that were cut still
received money from the university,
which was to be incrementally cut
by  percent for each year until the
end of this semester. Like the rest of
the club teams, their budgets will be
monitored and distributed by UREC
by the fall semester, in addition to
donations.

Catering available
for Superbowl
Full Menu on
www.finniganscove.com

Jason Masi
Friday, Jan. 15th
Todd Schlabach
Friday, Jan. 22nd
Flipside
Friday, Jan. 29th
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Only Raw Bar in Harrisonburg
Catering Available

Free wireless internet!
Live Entertainment

5

Happy Hour
Appetizer Specials
Huge Sandwich Menu
Fresh Burgers Chicken
Hotdogs
Po Boy
Ham&Turkey, and more...
Mon&Thurs Wings - 35 c
eat in only
Salads
Vegetarian Dishes
Fresh fish and steak
Tuesday/Sunday
crablegs 13.99/lb
Wed Oysters

Raw or Steamed

7.00/Doz (after 4pm)
30 W. Water St. Harrisonburg
7 Days a Week 11am - 2am
433 - 9874
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Winter Break Photo Contest
Show us your favorite part of winter
break in a creative and artistic photo.
Include your name, major/department, year, title and
description of the photo.
Send your submission to:
breezephotography@gmail.com

Deadline: January 20

F I N A L LY
SOMETHING TO

DANCE ABOUT

Ashby Crossing
ANNOUNCES

RATE GUARANTEE

t -08&4513*$&3BUF(VBSBOUFFZPVSFDFJWFUIFMPXFTU
 QSJDFBUNPWFJOFWFOJGQSJDFTHPEPXOCFGPSFTDIPPMTUBSUT
t N&8'63/*563&6QHSBEF1BDLBHFTDPNFCZBOE
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EDITORIAL

Opinionated?
The editorial board of a publication can become institutionalized and opinions often grow stale. In order to gain a fresh outlook
and better gauge thoughts and concerns of those on campus, we
would like to extend an invitation to all students, faculty and staff to
apply for a new guest position on the editorial board. The position
would require meetings with the board twice weekly for one month
to discuss topics and choose the board’s stance on issues important
to the JMU community. Each month we will select a new member.
Read “Rose, Board Displeased” on the front page. To apply, give
us your thoughts in no more than  words on how JMU should
handle imminent budget cuts. Send submissions to breezeopinion@gmail.com by Thursday, Jan.  for consideration.

A Case of the
Back to School Blues...

ERIC LA FRENIERE | guest column

DARTS & PATS ARE ANONYMOUSLY SUBMITTED AND PRINTED ON A SPACE-AVAILABLE BASIS.
SUBMISSIONS CREATIVELY DEPICT A GIVEN SITUATION, PERSON OR EVENT AND DO NOT NECESSARILY REFLECT THE TRUTH.

breezejmu.org» submit darts & pats
A “so-easy-a-caveman-can-doit” dart to SMAD for not having a
Twitter account.
From @JMUSCOM’s nearly 
followers, who thought SMAD was
supposed to be technologically
savvy.

A “look-at-this-peacoat,-tellme-he’s-broke” dart to all the

An “I-don’t-know-how-else-totell-you” dart to myself for letting

professor who is already giving me
a migraine with this workload, and
it is only week one.
From a junior who would like
to occasionally sleep or see her
roommates.

our fish die over break.
From your roommate who is
sorry to say the fish in the bowl
is no longer our once beloved
“Dumbledore” — RIP.

An “I-paid-for-my-pass,where’s-yours?” dart to all
the snow for taking up valuable
parking.
From a snow fan who wants
to play with you, not compete for
parking.

peacoats infiltrating campus.
From a peacoat rocker who once
thought he was original.

An “I-am-taking-four-otherclasses,-lady” dart to my

A “what-are-you-thinking?”
dart to guys walking around
campus wearing shorts in this
negative--degree weather.
From a senior who thinks that if
the biddies here are smart enough to
wear pants, you should too.

A “way-to-be-prepared” pat
to myself for working on and
submitting job applications over
break.
From a senior who knows that
the early bird catches the worm.

An “I-hope-I-don’t-find-outwho-you-are” dart to the guy who
stole my Christmas gift cards and
cash from my wallet in my locker
at UREC.
From a very annoyed amateur
fighter.

An “I-am-the-Half-BloodPrince” pat to my Russian

A “this-ain’t-James-Madisonpreschool” dart to the woman with

textbook for being filled with
answers and study tips.
From a Harry Potterovski.

A “how-about-keeping-mein-school?” dart to Madison for
Keeps for their endless requests for
donations to help fund other JMU
students’ educations.
From a flat-broke JMU grad
student who may be an alumni but
is still shelling out thousands in
tuition and racking up debt.

a stroller and crying baby in front of
Carrier Library computer lab.
From a sophomore who is here
to learn, not to listen to your crying
child.
A “hey,-look-our-way!” dart to
the girls who couldn’t see love if it
smacked them in the face!
From a guy who wishes that
girls better appreciated the effort
nice guys put into being suave and
gentleman-like.

Avatar an Aggravation to
Left and Right Alike
Political Commentators Miss Critical Messages of Lasting Impact

James Cameron’s “Avatar” opened
over the holidays (spoilers follow). At
first glance, the immensely popular
film might appear to be just another
swaggering Hollywood action blockbuster, albeit one whose cutting-edge
-D technology truly evokes a sense of
wonder (“You are not in Kansas anymore”). But interestingly enough, it’s
been blasted by commentators at both
ends of the political spectrum.
Those on the left — who crave complexity — brand “Avatar” a childish
redemption fantasy undermining necessary guilt generated by American
imperialism, while those on the right
— who crave conformity — denounce
it as pernicious anti-American propaganda undermining necessary faith in
a transcendent God. Not surprisingly,
both sides may have their points, and
both may have missed the real point
of the movie.
Yes, “Avatar” may offend if it can’t
(within two and a half hours) present in sufficient detail an alien race
obviously intended to stand in for realworld indigenous peoples threatened
by colonial powers. The Na’vi may be
a bundle of primitivist stereotypes (as
opposed to a racist caricature), just as
the movie’s naive protagonist may be
a bundle of heroic stereotypes — and
the way he quickly jumps the ladder to
the top rungs of Na’vi society may both
enable the romantic idea of American
superiority and undermine the legitimacy of native cultures.
Yes, many of the corporate “hired
gun” characters may have originally
served in some national military not
overly focused on helping its veterans.
The American-looking mercenaries
(think Blackwater) — whose ultimate
job is to forcefully separate the natives

from their valuable natural resources
– may suffer improbable defeat at the
hands of “savages” without advanced
weaponry (think Little Big Horn). And
Pandora/Eywa may be Gaia by another name, which means the Na’vi — the
ultimate tree-huggers — worship an
imminent nature goddess.
Still, “Avatar” remains a vital work
of art because it is mythic in the presentation of its hypercritical message:
We’re ravaging our Earth for the love of
money. “There is no green” on “their
dying world,” we’re told, because

If humanity isn’t actually
the centerpiece of any
creation, then we need
a more plausible, less
exploitive metaphor
for the sacred than
what amounts to the
ego writ large.

“they’ve killed their Mother.” Myths
resurface in times of cultural need.
Right now, we’re living in a society
that utterly objectifies and commodifies much of nature (for example, the
cutely named “unobtainium” is equal
to oil and the lands containing deposits thereof ). Since humanity is part of
nature’s interdependent web, we’re
objectifying other people, too — and
even ourselves. The greatest evil stalking our world is a cancerous failure of
relation (a lack of “I see you”), usually

born of stupid greed.
Spiritually, traditional monotheism may be seen as a failure to relate
to what theologian Paul Tillich called
the “Ground of Being,” which is forever
fertile (feminine) and eternal (we know
that energy can neither be created nor
destroyed, that “all energy is only borrowed”). If humanity isn’t actually the
centerpiece of any creation, then we
need a more plausible, less exploitive
metaphor for the sacred than what
amounts to the ego writ large. Backed
up by green cyberpunk (and neatly
inverting the alien invasion cliché),
Cameron turns to pantheism.
Pantheism is the idea that “God”
is the entire cosmos, that is, all of
nature. So-called “primitive” cultures
were typically pantheistic, and scientists like Albert Einstein and Stephen
Hawking have expressed pantheistic
sentiments, so it’s a perspective with
both ancient appeal and contemporary caché. Pantheism explains why
the gorgeous biosphere of Pandora
figures so prominently in Cameron’s
film; the living Eywa is his most lovingly (even worshipfully) depicted
character.
If “Avatar” has any lasting significance, it will be in terms of its impact
on the minds of the viewing public.
The left doesn’t need to be convinced
that nature needs defending, and the
right apparently can’t be convinced.
But the vast majority of folks — those
somewhere in the middle — want to
be convinced. Perhaps Cameron, like
some shamanic healer of old, might
really make a difference with his hightech myth-making.
Eric La Freniere is a senior
individualized studies major.

JOHN SCOTT | don’t tread on me

Republicans Retaliate with a Move Back to Conservative Principles

Last year, the Obama administration
and the Democratically-controlled
Congress celebrated multiple victories:
a Democratic inauguration, successful stimulus package, groundbreaking
cap-and-trade
program and
sincere progress on health
c a re re f o r m.
With all of these
impressive
accomplishments, how
could the Demo crats w or r y
about the  congressional elections in November? It would seem
the majority power will gain seats for
next term.
For all Republicans, Election Night
 was a nightmare, and Obama’s
inauguration day served as icing
on the cake from hell. Television
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Policies
The Breeze
MSC 6805 G1
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
breezeopinion@gmail.com

headlines screamed that the Republican Party was extinct and the cause
of death was eight years of George W.
Bush.
With the country in a recession,
the Obama administration designated itself to clean up the mess. The
answer to the problem was a stimulus
plan that would theoretically pump
money into the paralyzed economy
and somehow spur the private sector
into heavy investing. On the contrary,
businesses saved what little of their
money they had and cut their losses,
resulting in an unemployment spike.
Several congressional Republicans
felt the pressure to cater to a public
spooked by the media-loved package
and voted for the bill.
Months after statistics showed that
the stimulus plan was not fixing the
recession, Democrats pushed for the
cap-and-trade environmental program. Unlike the situation involving

the stimulus, the Republican response
was unified with neoconservatives,
libertarians and the religious right
referring to the program as “cap-

For all Republicans,
Election Night 2008
was a nightmare, and
Obama’s inauguration
day served as icing on
the cake from hell.

and-tax”— a taxpayer’s worst enemy.
The House vote on the bill was  and a clear indication to the rest
of America that liberal Democrats
would have their agenda, regardless

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions
through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no longer than 250
words. Guest columns must be no more than 650 words.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and
if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze assumes
the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.
Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail
and must include name, phone number, major/year if author is a current
student (or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable) and place
of residence if author is not a JMU student.

Serving James Madison University Since 1922
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . TIM CHAPMAN
MANAGING EDITOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ADRIENNE GOLDBERG
NEWS EDITOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .KATIE THISDELL
NEWS EDITOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .NABEELA HASAN
OPINION EDITOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ELIZABETH BAUGH
LIFE EDITOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .RACHEL DOZIER
LIFE EDITOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . DREW BEGGS

of whether or not Republicans and
fiscally conservative Democrats vehemently disagreed.
When health care reform came
to ser ve as the new hot-button
issue, the Republicans tried to propose bipartisan alternatives and
were obviously shut down. Instead,
Republicans, independents and the
fiscally conservative “blue dogs” united together to stop a public option,
and health insurance reform resulted. This marks the first time in this
country’s history that Congress has
mandated every citizen purchase a
good or service, and Republicans
are fighting it on a unified front. The
GOP has seemingly remembered
that it supports a small government
and a sensible budget, and everyone
who was disenfranchised in  is
migrating back to the conservative
movement.
In , Democrats united against

the Republican out-of-control spending habits. George W. Bush was the
biggest recruiter for the Democratic
Party as voters clamored to support
anything that was not associated with
him. Exactly one year later, the Democratic Party mimics its counterpart.
If  is the year the Republican
Party died, then  is the year it
rose from the dead with a vengeance.
But  shall serve as the beginning
of a conservative wave not seen since
the days of Ronald Reagan. What’s
worse for Democrats is if the current
administration continues this course
of ludicrous spending sprees and big
government takeovers, then Barack
Obama will serve as the best recruitment tool for the GOP — and we all
saw how well he did in .
John Scott is senior writing, rhetoric
& technical communication major and
former SGA senator.

“To the press alone, chequered as it is with abuses, the world is indebted
for all the triumphs which have been gained by reason and humanity
over error and oppression.” — James Madison, 
SPORTS EDITOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .EMMIE CLEVELAND
SPORTS EDITOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .DAN LOBDELL
COPY EDITOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . TYLER ALLEN
COPY EDITOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .AMY CROCKETT
PHOTO EDITOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SETH BINSTED
PHOTO EDITOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . HOLLY FOURNIER
DESIGN EDITOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .WHITTEN MAHER

GRAPHICS EDITOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . KELLY LONERGAN
VIDEO EDITOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . JENNIFER MARSH
ONLINE EDITOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . DENNIS EDMONDS
EDITORIAL BOARD
TIM CHAPMAN, ADRIENNE GOLDBERG,
ELIZABETH BAUGH & DREW BEGGS
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Write for the Opinion section!
E-mail breezeopinion@gmail.com for more information and come to
our open house on Jan. 28 at 6 p.m. in The Breeze office.
MING IVORY | guest column

Seniors Must Speak Up for Selective Class Scheduling
Faculty Senate Considers a More Open Policy for Class Enrollment; Next Meeting is Jan. 28 and Open to the Public

Dr. Val Larsen recently
introduced an academic policy proposal in the faculty
senate, which I am confident
many students will be motivated to support. It would: “…
urge the Registrar to create a
registration mechanism that
will allow Seniors to enroll in
courses without regard to prerequisites. Unless there are
compelling reasons to exclude
them, the mechanism should
admit Seniors to courses on a
space available basis, after all
others who are required to take
the courses have had an opportunity to enroll.”
Last year, I introduced a similar measure, and The Breeze
covered the events surrounding
it. They talked to many students
who had favorable opinions
about the change, but as the
students didn’t know ahead of

I call upon ALL students who believe that “freedom of choice” is
the hallmark of a first-class university to take action now.

time, the measure was quickly
defeated.
I call upon ALL students
who believe that “freedom of
choice” is the hallmark of a
first-class university to take
action now to bring this worthy yet minor change in policy
to fruition. Students who wish
to resist the limitations on
what they can take, who desire
intellectual challenge even if
they are not an Honors student, who would like to sample
some of the famous professor’s
courses even if they are not
a major in that department,

should support this change
and let their desires be known.
Too many faculty try to restrict
enrollment in upper-division
classes so as to make it easier
on them. They denigrate students’ academic intelligence
by defining too precisely, the
acceptable paths through the
university.
When I was an undergraduate, my university had this
provision. It enabled me, as
a math major, to enroll in an
upper-division course in Italian
Mannerism, an art history class
for which I had no background.

Sure it was challenging, and
yes, I had to do a little “extra
work” reading up on the Italian
Renaissance, against which the
Mannerists were uniting. But as
a senior, I could handle it, and
it made the course infinitely
more interesting and intensive
than taking “Art History ”
with a class full of freshmen.
Another example: It used to
be possible to fulfill your “general education” requirements
with courses at ALL levels. Now
you are told to “get it out of the
way” in elementary freshman/
sophomore courses. While

knowledge can work that way,
from the general to the specific,
it can also work in the reverse:
Specific and detailed knowledge can lead one to explore
w h o l e n e w cate g o r i e s o f
knowledge, and to seek out the
general rules that govern the
specific case. General education is a lifelong proposition.
Undergraduate education assumes a major, but it
shouldn’t be limited to that.
By limiting enrollments in the
upper division to their majors
only, departments are sending a
message that they have no confidence in your ability to “rise
to the academic challenge” of
entering a difficult course for
the sheer joy of learning or just
because you are curious. I urge
you to unite with your faculty in support of this measure.
Put the power back into YOUR

hands to decide what is worthy
and interesting to study! Take
hold of your education and
support – with letters to The
Breeze or even better, the Vice
President for Academic Affairs.
Target your Departmental representative to the FACULTY
SENATE. (Find your Senator
at: http://www.jmu.edu/facultysenate/senatemembers.
shtml). For more information
about the faculty senate, go to:
http://jmu.edu/facultysenate/ .
Attend faculty senate meetings,
which are open to all. The next
meeting is Jan. , but I urge
you to talk about it, and let your
feelings be known to the people
in the university who can make
a difference.
Dr. Ming Ivory is an Integrated
Science and Technology
professor.

Illusions of Terrorist Threats Bring Unnecessary Hassle

Getting up to go to the bathroom on international flights
in the last hour is no longer
allowed. Passengers on inbound
international flights to the United States have to pass through
two separate layers of security.
In the United States, shoes must
still be removed and put back
on and liquids thrown away or
bagged. These steps are taken
to stop terrorist attacks. All of
them were put in after one incident that security missed.
In the book “SuperFreakonomics,” the authors calculate

that about  human lifetimes
are wasted each year just from
the one minute it takes passengers to remove and put on their
shoes in an airport line. Of the
millions of shoes removed and
liquids checked, no terrorist
attacks have been stopped by
these steps.
In fact, according to statistician and blogger Nate Silver,
the odds of being on a given
departure which is the subject of a terrorist incident have
been one in ,, during
the past decade. Being a victim

of a terrorist attack anywhere
is exceedingly rare, as professor John Mueller of Ohio State
has been trying to point out for
a number of years. Even including the / attacks, one is in
less danger of being involved in
a terrorist attack than they are
of being injured or killed driving a car or walking down the
street.
Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab’s
attempted bombing wasn’t
stopped by all of the security
checks or the billions spent on
intelligence gathering (despite

the warnings of his own father
that he was a threat). Instead,
he was stopped by individual
passengers and incompetence.
Had the bombing succeeded,
the risk of dying and the overall
threat of terror would not have
significantly changed. While
the attack would have been an
absolute tragedy, the excessive
and unnecessary security precautions that would have been
put in place would all have been
unnecessary.
Thousands of lives each year
are lost because of homicide,

and those deaths are just as
tragic. Homicide could be significantly reduced if due process
and innocence were disregarded and draconian police tactics
authorized and invasive surveillance techniques were utilized.
All of these tactics are regarded as bearing too high a cost
to liberty and rightly rejected.
Against terrorism they are seen
as acceptable, necessary and, at
times, not enough.
The randomness of terror and
the media’s quest for ratings
combine to greatly overstate

the threat Americans face. Politicians can use this threat to
corral money for their constituents and push an expansion
of government power that normally would be rejected out of
hand. All of the added security checks and tactics aren’t
designed to make us safer; they
are there so that we feel that
something is being done. It is a
high price to pay for the illusion
of security.
Jack Millman, The Lantern,
Ohio State University.
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BLUE GENES
ACROSS
1 Plot
6 Philanthropist
11 Send out a page
14 Highlander’s headgear
17 Vision-related
19 Likes a lot
21 Barcelona bravo
22 “I - Rock” (‘66 song)
23 A few words
24 Start of a remark by Laurence J.
Peter
27 Itch
28 Loaf part
30 Dram
31 Emcee
32 Swiss sharpshooter
33 Like feta
37 Feta
39 Oscar or Tony
42 Fragrant plant
44 Mets’ milieu
45 Isolated
46 Spud state
47 97 Across singer
50 Part 2 of remark
56 Seal school
58 Actress Massen
59 TV's “The - Limits”
60 Animosity
61 Nimble
62 Printer’s proof
64 Be buoyant
67 Hindu duty
69 Word form for “milk”
71 Invalidated
75 City on the Allegheny
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76 Storm
78 Bounded
79 Smiley’s “A Thousand -”
81 Medical suffix
82 Spirit
84 Gogol’s “- Bulba"
86 Jack of "Barney Miller”
89 Ocasek of The Cars
90 Part 3 of remark
95 Principles
97 “Here You Come -”(‘77 hit)
98 Hellman's “The Children's -”
99 Duel tool
100 Desk accessory
102 On edge
103 Stick-in-the-mud?
106 Free tickets
107 Pavarotti piece
109 Third-rate
110 Halloween decoration
111 Yogi or Smokey
112 Political abbr.
115 End of remark
122 Dolphin Dan
124 Kind
125 Flagon filler
126 Proofreader’s list
127 Leisurely, to Liszt
128 Singer Brenda
129 Literary pseudonym
130 Solti’s stick
131 Wharton or Sitwell
DOWN
1 Duplicate
2 Want badly
3 Overdo a tan
4 - carte
5 Tied tightly

6 “The Witches” author
7 Horatian creation
8 Neither's partner
9 Vein contents
10 Word with carpet or cabbage
11 Racing legend
12 Boxing legend
13 Makes one’s mark
14 Resort lake
15 Pile up
16 Lusterless
18 Virginia 20 Alaskan city
25 Italian greyhound, e.g.
26 Bread ingredient
29 Wee one
32 “- bien!”
33 Chest material
34 Get wind of
35 Tennis legend
36 A roaring success?
37 Rubbed the wrong way?
38 Juno, in Greece
39 Plus
40 Troubles
41 Penguins’ place
43 Ready to eat
44 Detect
48 Tyranny
49 With 101 Down, ‘79 Sally Field
film
51 Subject matter
52 “Ben--” (’59 film)
53 School founded by Henry VI
54 Siamese
55 Fill to the gills
57 Actress Cannon
61 Mall event
63 Homeric characters

64 So. state
65 Mouth piece?
66 Habitually, to Herrick
68 Neighsayer?
69 Den
70 Upstairs basement?
72 - Bator
73 Singer Horne
74 Irritated exclamation
77 More enthusiastic
80 Scoundrel
83 - majesty
84 Ridicules
85 Superior
87 Burden of proof
88 Brute
90 “- the mornin'”
91 Guys’ counterparts
92 Corporate clashers
93 Bank statistic
94 Big bird
96 Indira Gandhi’s father
100 Enjoy the beach
101 See 49 Down
102 Diatribe
103 “To fetch - . . .”
104 Clavell’s “- House”
105 Alistair or Sam
106 Part of PST
108 Sita’s husband
110 Dylan’s colleague
111 Fiber source
112 Leslie Caron role
113 Step - (hurry)
114 Cry of contempt
116 Check
117 Jeff Lynne’s grp.
118 Sphere
119 Singing syllable
120 It may be tipped
121 WWII area
123 “Great!”
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roll out of bed
& onto campus

spaces are going fast
apply today

1/2 a mile from bed to class | new leather-style furniture package

jmstudenthousing.com
540.438.3835 | 869 PORT REPUBLIC RD
TEXT THECOMMONS TO 47464

STANDARD TEXT RATES APPLY
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Conan Controversy

Editors Rachel Dozier & Drew Beggs E-mail breezearts@gmail.com

michael larrick

mike check

Decade
Reflections

I used to think the New Year was much
ado about nothing. Maybe it was just me,
but I didn’t believe celebrating the loss of
the precious time we have left is appropriate behavior. I thought we should have
focused all of our time and energy on creating a time machine rather than drinking
champagne, kissing and watching the ball
drop. We’re going to die someday, and all
you all are doing is counting. The only
thing you should be counting to is 1.21
gigawatts.
However, this
year was different. Not only did
we celebrate the
conclusion of a
year, but a decade.
I have nothing
against the ’90s but
I don’t remember
them too much,
except for Sega and Ace of Base, so this
decade was a big deal for me. Here are
some of my favorite and not so favorite
parts of the decade.
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That’s All,
Folks!

(10 Movies We Missed Over Break)

Puberty/Middle School

What a horrible and awkward way to
start a decade, but you have to start somewhere. All these new and upsetting things
were happening to my body and all of a
sudden, it was a serious risk to wear khakis
or athletic shorts to public places.
I had f------ highlights. I’m not embarrassed about it. I spiked my hair right in
the front like every boy did in the middle
school age and made the braces work.
We all started “dating” around this time,
with relationships lasting in the one to
two weeks range. You’d go in large groups
to see terrible but long movies like “Pearl
Harbor” so you could make out with your
boyfriend/girlfriend with an uncomfortable amount of tongue; my mom will drive
if your mom will pick us up.
The best part about middle school was
sex education. We were learning about
the most mature of subjects in our most
immature state, which made it hilarious.
My friends and I would always get kicked
out of class for comparing the female
reproductive system diagram to things
like the Texas Longhorns logo…or Jar Jar
Binks.

Social Networking

It sucks getting older, but I feel bad for
kids these days. When you’re young, you’re
inevitably going to have an extremely
embarrassing moment happen in front of
a good amount of your peers, and they’re
going to laugh right in your face, and it’s
going to make you want to die. In this day
and age, some kid will probably record
that moment with a video cell phone,
Tweet about it, put it on YouTube and the
girl you like will comment on it, saying “he
i5 s00 wetoddid!!” Then you’ll be tagged in
the video on Facebook, and since you’re
supercool parents have a Facebook and
insist you be their friend, they’ll see it and
stop feeding you out of shame.

Shows Set in Hospitals

I hate hospitals. The staff always gets
touchy and tries to tell you the morphine
is only for patients. And for whatever reason, there have been 5 million shows set in
them. There’s probably one on right now.
And they just don’t stop making new ones.
Writers are pitching ideas for a new drama/
comedy series set in a hospital as we speak,
and an executive is saying “you know, that
kind of sounds like ‘E.R.,’ ‘Scrubs,’ ‘House,’
‘Hawthorne,’ ‘General Hospital,’ ‘Chicago Hope,’ ‘Grey’s Anatomy’ and ‘Doogie
Howser, M.D.,’ but let’s give it a shot.”

Avatar



‘PG-13’ 162 min.
Starring Sigourney Weaver,
Sam Worthington, Zoe Saldana

By far the best movie not only this
winter but arguably in 2009, “Avatar” is a cinematic masterpiece. It’s
James Cameron’s first movie since
1997’s “Titanic,” and he hasn’t lost
his touch; if anything he has refined
it to give it a more modern feel.
Though it’s technically classified
as a science fiction movie, “Avatar”
will be known for the beauty of its

The Blind Side
 

‘PG-13’ 128 min.
Starring Sandra Bullock,
Quinton Aaron, Tim McGraw

A shoo-in for the feel-good,
family-friendly category. Based
on the true story of Baltimore
Ravens offensive tackle, Michael
Oher (Quinton Aaron), “The Blind
Side” has a little bit for everyone.
There’s comedy from Leigh Anne
Tuohy (Sandra Bullock), drama
from the projects (Oher’s former
home) and good, old-fashioned

creation
and depth
of its story. Not
only is it visually stunning, but the film's attention
to detail really creates the bonds
not only between characters but
between characters and nature.
However, to do the film justice, one
must view it in IMAX and 3-D.

n Cameron’s film sparks

political debate,
page 7

football. Aaron’s hesitations and
discomfort seemed to stem less
from the plot line and more from
the fact that there were lines,
which is exactly how the character he portrayed was supposed
to act. Bullock was perfection
from her acting to her accent. Her
depiction of the spitfire southern
Republican decorator, produced
both laughter and tears. The only
problem was the lack of problems.
Though this was based on a true
story, it’s hard to believe that a
large, homeless black male was
accepted and even loved at a highly conservative Christian school in
Memphis, Tenn.

FOR MORE

An Education


‘PG-13’ 95 min.
Starring Carey Mulligan,
Alfred Molina, Peter
Sarsgaard

Visually beautiful, this movie’s storyline captured British
culture in the 1960s. Teen-aged
Jenny (Carey Mulligan) began
having an affair with David
(Peter Sarsgaard), a man nearly

Brothers


‘PG-13’ 104 min.
Starring Tobey Maguire,
Natalie Portman, Jake
Gyllenhaal

The story is based on Capt. Sam
Cahill (Tobey Maguire) and his
brother Tommy (Jake Gyllenhaal).
Sam leaves for war and is captured
by terrorists. Believing Sam is
dead, his wife, Grace (Natalie Portman), and two daughters move
on. Tommy helps the girls build
a new kitchen and try to return

twice her age. As he introduces her to a new culture
and way of living, she snubs her
elders, especially the teachers
she once idolized. Mulligan’s
performance is stunning as she
effortlessly moves from a frumpy
looking teenager in a school uniform to a sophisticated, cultured
woman of style. Other standout roles were Jenny’s naïve
father Jack (Alfred Molina). This
film does have its uncomfortable moments, but that’s to be
expected in a film about a teenager becoming romantic with
an adult. So leave the immaturity at home when enjoying this
intriguing film.

to a normal life. Sam escapes and
returns with a hidden and disturbing rage. He lashes out at his girls
and at Tommy, and Maguire’s psychotic, bulging eyes are enough to
make anyone call the police. As
horrible as Sam is to his family, it’s
hard to hate him after seeing what
he’s been through. Though the acting is strong, especially by Portman
and Maguire, it’s kind of hard to
mess up such dramatic roles. Basically this is a movie where there is
no possible positive outcome or
even uplifting message. And while
life doesn’t always have a happy
ending, it’s painful to watch this
heart-wrenching drama.

See page 12 for the complete list and reviews of
films that came out this winter
‘It’s Complicated’ n ‘Me and Orson Welles’ n ‘Nine’ n ‘The Princess and the Frog’ n ‘Sherlock Holmes’ n ‘Up in the Air’

see LARRICK, page 12

In our constant quest to keep students
informed, the Life Section of The Breeze
has revamped the Breeze-O-Meter to
include entertainment trends. Here’s
what we came up with this week:

what’s hot

Golden Globes
Jan. 17, 8 p.m., NBC
Simon Cowell’s
Last Season on
“American Idol”

“24” Two-Night, 4-Hour
Season Premiere
Jan. 17, 9 p.m., Fox

“Project Runway” Premiere
Tonight, 10 p.m., Lifetime

Tiger Woods Gossip
Heidi Montag’s
Attempt at a
Music Career

what’s not

Students Share Passion for Blogging
By Caitlin Hardgrove
contributing writer

Two years ago, Lizzie Donelan’s older
sister, Emily moved to San Francisco. To
stay in touch, the sisters started the blog
“A Second Look.” Lizzie Donelan calls
it “an adventure of two sisters and their
exploration of fashion.”
Although they are on different sides
of the country, the Donelan sisters
have figured out a way to update their
blog together – with a sort of “tag team”
technique.
This is how they do it: one sister
posts a new favorite look or style, and
then the other tries to replicate the
look with similar items that are more
affordable.
“The other person’s assignment is to
do a spin on it,” says Donelan, a JMU
junior theatre major.
Donelan achieves many of her looks
on a college budget by shopping at thrift
stores like Goodwill and the Salvation
Army. “I rarely shop at ‘real’ stores,”
she said, adding that if money was no
object, she would shop at Anthropologie, Chloe and Lark & Wolff.
Her fashion sense has also helped
her contribute to the costume design

for several JMU productions, including “Urinetown,” “City of Angels” and
“Oklahoma.” In May, Donelan will
design the costumes for Charles Mee’s
“bobrauschenbergamerica.”
Although her theatre major keeps
her busy, Donelan’s passion for fashion
keeps her updating “A Second Look”
using Blogspot.com.
“I’ve always been interested in
writing, but actually working with
the tangible pieces of clothing and
researching different time periods is
what inspires me,” she said.
Although there aren’t an overwhelming number of followers for “A Second
Look,” Donelan says that isn’t what it is
about. “We did it more for ourselves, to
keep up with what we were inspired by
as far as fashion and pop culture,” said
Donelan.
Staying in touch with people was also
one of the reasons why junior Allison
Kinney started her blog. After some of
her friends graduated last May, she created “Biddiewatch.”
“I don’t even really write about biddies…but I just came up with the name
and it worked,” said Kinney, a music
industry major.
Since watching “biddies” is not one

photo illustration by seth binsted / the breeze

of Kinney’s favorite pastimes, the topics
of her posts cover a wide range of random events and stories that happen in
her everyday life.
“When weird stuff happens, I write
about it. And weird stuff happens a lot,”
she said, continuing by saying she leads
an abnormal life with “crazy hippies”
for parents.
“I guess it doesn’t really have a real
subject matter. It’s just unexpected, so
you never really know what’s going to
be there,” says Kinney.
From seeing 50 people dressed in
’80s clothing or wrapped in plastic wrap running across South Main,
see Blogs, Page 12
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The Conan Conflict
Stop me if you have heard this one
before: A fringe late-night talk show host
with a distinct comedic sensibility fosters a cult following. This cult following
eventually transfers into wider success
in the ratings and an implicit promise to move into an earlier and more
prestigious time slot. Then the fringe
late-night host gets chinblocked.
The current late-night drama is reminiscent of a similar incident that played
out in the ’90s. Former “Tonight Show”
host Johnny Carson handpicked David
Letterman to replace him, with Leno
being given the spot instead at the last
minute. Now, with the current shakeup of “The Tonight Show,” what’s old is
new again.
Back in 2004, to keep him from jumping to another network, NBC extended
Conan O’ Brien’s contract as “Late
Night” host, with the promise of eventually taking the reins of the “Tonight
Show”. To keep Leno from jumping ship
to another network, they handed over
the 10 p.m. time slot to the chined one.
The nightly “Jay Leno Show” would
take the place of expensive scripted
content.
The problem here, beyond the fact
that Leno now has five more hours a
week to be aggressively unfunny, is
that Leno was not drawing the ratings
of scripted shows that usually air would
have. Station affiliates, which rely
on the content of the networks, were
taking a loss from this reduced viewing pool, as they use them to funnel
viewers into their local nightly news.
Diminishing ratings for “The Jay Leno
Show” lead to pressure from affiliates to
return to scripted content and rumors
of a cancellation.
At an annual network presentation
for television critics last weekend, NBC
confirmed that following the Winter
Olympics in February, “The Jay Leno
Show” would be cancelled and Leno
would return to Late Night. This resulted in a game of musical time slots that
would see Leno hosting a half-hour
show at 11:35 with “The Tonight Show”
airing at 12:05 (technically, the “Tomorrow Show” all things considered) and
Late Night beginning at an unprecedented 1:05 (unprecedented for anyone

not named Carson Daly at least).
The bump back to midnight for
Conan has been met with an unusual amount of hostility for the usually
generous ginger giant. Sections of his
monologue over the last few nights
have included numerous digs at NBC,
such as considering renaming his show
the “The Sometime at Night Show with
Some White Guy.”
In an opening statement on Tuesday, addressed in typical Conan style
to “People of Earth”, Conan stated his
refusal to move the “Tonight Show” to
12:05 and “seriously damage” the “greatest franchise in broadcast history”.
The situation has inspired notable jokes at NBC and Leno’s expense.
The highlight of which surprisingly
occurred on Jimmy Kimmel’s ABC
show. In an inspired take, Kimmel
did his entire show using a Jay Leno
impression, complete with prosthetic
chin. Kimmel played up the comedian’s hacky and bland material,
complete with a “Headlines” segment, serving to deliver a surprisingly
scathing condemnation of the former
“Tonight Show” host.
It is shame how Conan is being
handled, after sixteen years on “Late
Night” and relocating to California.
Conan has a consistent stream of hilarity, a mad cap and subversive style
that has gone a long way in shaping
comedic world views. Intellectual and
irreverent, it has taught people a new
way of looking at things, and brought
an outsiders take on a format that is
so defined by its inclusiveness. It is a
level of sophistication rarely seen on
network television.
On the other hand, Jay Leno has
taught everyone that sometimes, newspapers make typos.
The option of what to do now lies
entirely with Conan. Fox made comments during the weekend about being
happy to have him and create a new
late-night program for him. In a dream
world he could follow Stewart and Colbert on Comedy Central.
If neither of those work, he could
always jump over and fill in for Letterman when he retires. After all, what’s
old is new again.

breezejmu.org n life

Michael Cera Meets ‘Fight Club’
By Drew Beggs
The Breeze

Full of pretentious dialogue, sexual
tension and Michael Cera, “Youth in
Revolt” based on C.D. Payne’s novel,
threatens to be another coming of
age rerun of “Superbad” or “Adventureland.” Despite its similarities to
recent coming of age movies, “Youth
in Revolt” still offers an entertaining
90 minutes.
The film is rated R for sexual content,
language and drug use, but it manages
to avoid being overly obscene, though,
at one point the dirty talk reaches a
level of poetic refinement.
Cera (“Superbad”) stars in the film
as Nick Twisp. True to Cera’s usual
form, Nick is very sophisticated in his
tastes and even more awkward. Last,
but most importantly, he is a most
desperate virgin.
He seems set to change the last fact
after meeting Sheeni Saunders, played
by Portia Doubleday in her mainstream debut, on a family getaway.
Sheeni is intellectual, sexy, slightly
obsessed with all things French and

Youth in Revolt


‘R’ 90 min.
Starring Michael Cera, Portia
Doubleday, Jean Smart, Zach
Galifianakis

desperate to get away from her strict
Christian parents and their two-story
trailer home — built so they can “look
down on the world.”
Alas, for poor, awkward Nick,
Sheeni has an ex-boyfriend who is
half champion swimmer and windsurfer, half bad poet and all snob,
and she just isn’t all that interested in
someone of Nick’s goody two-shoes
stature. Enter the most interesting
character of the film. It’s still Cera,
but this time in the guise of François
Dillinger, Nick’s alter ego. Complete
with a deeper voice, mustache, aviator glasses atop constantly dilated
and bloodshot gray eyes, François
is surprisingly and irresistibly cool.
With François’ help, Nick attempts to
win over Sheeni by being bad enough
and dedicated enough to do anything,

Larrick | Looking Back at the Decade

That Spawned Hospital Dramas, Lil’ Wayne
from page 11

The Devolution of the
Music Industry

When people give me iTunes cards
for Christmas, I burn it right in front
of their face. What am I going to do
with this? Buy music? How about we
start paying to breathe and smile. I
understand that it’s stealing from the
artists who put their heart and soul
into their work, but I don’t give a s---.
Music also lost one of its most iconic
figures, Michael Jackson. When tragedy struck, people put aside the fact that
they continually accused him of child
molestation and relentlessly bashed
him for his unfortunate appearance. It
was really a beautiful moment.

With the music industry struggling
to stay a float, musical geniuses like
Lil’ Wayne rose to the occasion to
show that people would actually pay
money for music occasionally. A lot of
people don’t like Lil’ Wayne because
he says he’s the best rapper alive
and they believe he’s too cocky, but
I think you need to chill out, because
he is the best rapper alive. Let me just
give you a sample lyric from his debut
effort, “Tha Carter 2”:
“I see she wearin’ them jeans that
show her butt crack, my girls can’t wear
that, why? that’s where my stash’s at.”
On the surface, that seems extremely misogynistic and unsanitary, but I
think you need to look a little deeper: that’s love. You don’t just put your

movies from
break
COntinued
from page 11

It’s Complicated


‘R’ 120 min.
Starring Meryl Streep, Alec
Baldwin, Steve Martin

Basically it’s hard to lose with
a cast of Meryl Streep (Jane),
Alec Baldwin (Jake) and Steve
Martin (Adam). This movie was
charming, funny and tastefully
done. The plot follows a
divorced couple (Jane and Jake)
secretly hooking up. The twist
is that Jake has a wife (Agness
played by Lake Bell) almost 30
years younger than him who
he cheated on Jane with; now
he’s cheating on Agness. It’s

Me and Orson Welles


‘PG-13’ 114 min.
Starring Zac Efron, Christian
McKay, Claire Danes

Surprisingly not the Zac
Efron Show, “Me and Orson
Welles” focuses more on the
Orson Welles than the “Me”.
The character of Orson Welles
(Christian McKay) emulates

Nine



‘PG-13’ 112 min.
Starring Daniel Day-Lewis,
Marion Cotillard, Judi Dench

Buy the soundtrack; pass
on seeing the movie. “Nine”
had a promising cast: Daniel
Day-Lewis, Kate Hudson, Judi
Dench, Penélope Cruz, Marion
Cotillard, Nicole Kidman and

a disgraced woman’s perfect
revenge tale, until people get
hurt. Jane and Jake’s three
children (played by Hunter
Parrish, Caitlin Fitzgerald and
Zoe Kazan) do an excellent job
of showing how difficult it can
be for children to cope with
divorce, even 15 years later.
One of the best small roles
in the film was Jane’s son-inlaw Harley (John Krasinski),
who found out about Jane
and Jake’s affair and tried
to keep it quiet. Despite the
love stories revolving around
characters a bit older than us,
“It’s Complicated” is definitely
worth seeing, just maybe not
with parents.

including setting a fire worth $5 million in damages.
The two have a Tyler DurdenEdward Norton relationship, and it
isn’t always immediately clear which
personality is in control. But the confusion is minor, and the dialogue
between Nick and François is some of
the best.
On the other hand, while the
dialogue between Nick and Sheeni is perfectly acceptable most of
the time, it occasionally falls into a
forced script-reading of pretentious
hip-dom.
The ending, too, falls short of being
truly good. It’s too much of a storybook
ending, and it’s altogether too much
of Nick being the sensitive, awkward,
romantic type. Is this the moral of the
movie: that in the end love is about
being oneself? Perhaps, but this kind
of ending has become a given, and it
would have been better to see with a
little more originality.
Overall, the film does pretty well,
making the most of the relationships
between its characters and the ridiculous situations stemming from them.

The Princess
and the Frog


‘G’ 97 min.
Starring Anika Noni Rose,
Bruno Campos, Keith David

In a return to the original drawn
form of animation, this movie
is a blast back to childhood.
While many have focused on the

Sherlock Holmes


‘PG-13’ 128 min.
Starring Robert Downey Jr.,
Jude Law, Rachel McAdams

the real man’s dominating
personality perfectly. Richard
Samuels (Efron) is a teenage
boy trying to break into the
acting business in 1937. He
stumbles upon Welles and is
cast in his production of “Julius
Caesar.” Yes, there’s romance
and hair flips, but the main
focus of the film is on Welles as
a person and a presence. Oh,
and Efron sings a short song for
those who care.

It had all the right ingredients,
but no spoon to stir. “Sherlock
Holmes” felt more like a sequel
than a first time box office hit.
Holmes (Robert Downey Jr.)
and Watson (Jude Law) were a
great team, but a major part of
the story was about them leaving
each other because Watson
was getting married. Couldn’t
the director (Guy Ritchie) have

Fergie. Each woman’s cameo
isn’t long enough to establish a
concrete character, so director
Rob Marshall chose memorable
actresses to make up for that
fact. However, it’s hard to
make a good movie about
a filmmaker having trouble
making a good movie. Though
some men may have secretly
gone to see it with a “Gangs of
New York” lust of Daniel DayLewis, not even his acting could
make up for the poor story line.

Up in the Air


‘R’ 109 min.
Starring George Clooney, Anna
Kendrick, Vera Farmiga

Critics of this movie have said
it’s too depressing. This is
probably based on the fact that
the romantic interests don’t
end up together. However, that
doesn’t mean that the ending
isn’t a happy one. This is one of
the most realistic movies that
has come out this winter. Ryan

fact that this is the first AfricanAmerican princess (voiced by
Anika Noni Rose), the story and
other characters are more than
enough to make for the next
Disney princess classic. Set in
New Orleans, the songs and
diverse characters create humor
and a zest of life that some of
the more regal princesses lack.
Hopefully Disney will use this
movie’s success to create more
of its kind.

had at least one film where he
showed the true power of the
two working together, rather
than a film about them breaking
apart? The ending clearly set
up the makings of a sequel, but
this one felt like a mediocre
sequel to start. The plot line and
action dragged in the beginning
and everything seemed to
come together in less than five
minutes at the end of the movie.
So basically when watching this
film, one pays $9.75 for a solid
five-minute ending. The cast,
lighting and cinematography
all fit the bill; it was the less
than stimulating plot line which
made this movie a flop.

Bingham (George Clooney),
a toxic bachelor who hates
being tied down, works for a
company that other companies
hire to fire their employees. In
this recession, the reactions
of those being fired in the
movie felt truthful. It was easy
to relate to every character in
this film. Strong-willed Natalie
Keener (Anna Kendrick)
stole Clooney’s spotlight. Her
determination, innocence and
can-do attitude produced both
laughs and tears effortlessly.
This film reeks of Oscar
potential.

stash in anybody’s butt crack. That’s a
special bond between two souls that
I hope every one of you finds some
day. If I ever find a girl like that, you
know what else will be in her butt
crack? My heart.

So I offer a toast: I hope the next ten
years of your life will be as wonderful
as the previous decade, but they probably won’t be, because most of you will
be around 30 the next time around and
your best times will have surely passed
you by, so drink up. Cheers.
Michael Larrick is a senior media
arts & design major and a humor
columnist at The Breeze.

Blogs

Students Fill
Creative Void
With Blogging
from page 11

to her mother’s Halloween costume as a
pimp, Kinney definitely has had her runins with the weird stuff.
“When I had the swine flu, 200 people
had looked at [my blog], and since October I’ve had over 1,000 hits,” she says. “I
guess since a lot of weird stuff happens
to me, a bunch of people started reading it.”
Ashley Iaconetti was required to create
a blog for her New Media course in the
School of Media Arts and Design (SMAD),
which is her major.
“The Confessions of Cosmo Woods”
followed. She came up with the name
by putting herself in the shoes of Reese
Witherspoon’s character in “Legally
Blonde.”
“I was thinking, ‘If Elle Woods had a
blog…” and then played off of the fashion
magazine, Elle, by substituting Cosmo,
as in Cosmopolitan.
As the end of the course drew near, “I
could technically stop writing in it…but
I probably won’t,” Iaconetti said.
As she completed journalism courses
such as News Writing and News Editing, she began to yearn for a freer writing
atmosphere, and she feels she has found
that within her blog.
“This is refreshing… I feel like a have
my creative writing back,” Iaconetti
said.
As the name of her blog suggests, the
senior’s posts tend to “confess” her love
for pop culture icons. Other obsessions
include the “Twilight” movie series and
’80s boy band, New Kids on the Block.
“I’d say it’s a really girly and nerdy
coverage of pop culture,” said Iaconetti.
“I’ll take surface things – like things you
hear on the radio, but I’ll get ‘nerdy-er’
about it. I’ll put my own spin on it.”
As a music industry minor, she says
it is “probably more music related than
anything else,” but adds that she enjoys
writing about new movies that come
out as well.
“I wanted it to be pop-culture based.
Like to sound like Cosmo and E! Weeklyís quirky articles,” Iaconetti says.
Whether they post about their favorite
new styles in fashion, strange occurrences in their everyday life, or their latest
celebrity obsession, these JMU bloggers
all agree on one thing for those wanting
to start their own blog:
“Make the subject something that
you would want to write about everyday – something that excites you!” says
Donelan.
“Don’t write about something just
because it’s cool or because other people will like it. Write for yourself, because
it’s an expression of who you are,” Kinney adds. “And pictures of girls in bikinis
always helps.”

Sports

Recap of Tonight’s Men’s and Women’s basketball games
only at breezejmu.org

Editors Emmie Cleveland & Dan Lobdell E-mail breezesports@gmail.com

games
this week
men’s basketball

n George Mason @ JMU

Saturday, 2 p.m.

Madison snapped a 10-game losing
streak to the Patriots last season
with a 68-66 win in Harrisonburg.
Women’s Basketball

n Old Dominion @ JMU

Tuesday, 4 p.m.

In last season’s meeting at the Convo,
JMU won 73-57 and junior guard Dawn
Evans scored her 1,000th career point.
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men’s basketball

Another Loss:
Senior’s
Career Over

Amy Gwaltney / the breeze

Junior guard Dawn Evans is the leading
scorer in the nation, averaging 26.8
points-per-game as of press time.

Dukes
Beat The
Big Dogs
By Emmie Cleveland
The Breeze

After a 16-point first-half deficit, the
JMU women’s basketball put away Big
East’s Georgetown with a last-minute
comeback in its season opener. The
game has epitomized the team’s season thus far — playing great halves but
not full games and racking wins over big
names.
“I think we come out of the block
strong, playing well against some of
the bigger teams,” JMU coach Kenny
Brooks said. “We’ve also got little things
we need to work on. Running our plays
a little better, being more patient on
offense, putting together a complete 40
minutes.”
Madison has also conquered Va.
Tech and Virginia this season. The victories gained the team a place in the
national top-25 polls, where it stayed
for three consecutive weeks before falling off after its second loss.
“We’ve got some very good wins
along the way,” JMU coach Kenny
Brooks said. “But I don’t feel we are as
good as we can be yet. We have a lot of
room to improve.”
JMU (12-2 overall, 2-1 in the Colonial Athletic Association) dropped off
the top-25 Jan. 4 after its 68-67 conference-opening loss to Drexel, but is
still receiving votes. The Dragons were
predicted to win the conference again
in the preseason projections, followed
by JMU.
“I thought they played as good as
they could play and we didn’t step up
to the challenge,” Brooks said. “… It was
a matter of making a couple plays and
we would have been sitting here undefeated in the conference.”
JMU’s only other loss came two
weeks prior against No. 7 Duke. In that
game junior guard Dawn Evans had 31
points, one of three games this season
she has scored 30 or more. Evans currently leads the nation averaging 26.8
points.
The WNBA has contacted the program repeatedly asking for tapes of
Evans, according to Brooks.
“Coming into college I didn’t really
have the dream of going into the WNBA,
but now I see that my love of basketball
has grown and I can’t see my life without basketball,” Evans said. “I do hope
to play professionally either here or definitely overseas.”
Right now, Evans stands ninth on
JMU’s all-time scoring list as a junior
with 1,392.
“She is on pace to break a lot
of records as long as she stays
healthy,” Brooks said. “Playing the
way she is playing she could be the
all-time leading scorer, not only
in JMU history but CAA history.”
see WOMEN’S, page 15
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Forward Dazzmond Thornton has been ruled academically ineligible for the second semester, meaning his season and career are over. He appeared in 76
games for the Dukes after transferring from Texas Tech. He averaged 5.2 points-per-game over the course of his JMU career.
By Mike Kaplan
contributing writer

Having already lost four players to seasonending injuries thus far, the short-handed Dukes
have now lost another due to academic issues.
Coach Matt Brady announced this week that
senior forward Dazzmond Thornton is academically ineligible for the second semester because
he has “failed a class.” The ruling has effectively ended the Denver native’s college basketball

career.
Thornton transferred to JMU from Texas Tech
prior to the 2006-2007 season. After sitting out
his first year due to transfer eligibility regulations, the bulky forward became a regular in
the frontcourt rotation over the next two and
half seasons, despite struggling to maintain a
reasonable playing weight.
This year, battling back from a torn labrum
suffered in the offseason, Thornton averaged
4.5 points and 3.2 rebounds in just more than

15 minutes per game. He started in four of the
12 games he played this season, including posting a career high 16 points in a losing effort
against Georgia State on Dec. 5 at the Convocation Center.
The loss of Thornton weakens an already
thin Dukes front court. Brady is looking for his younger players to pick up the
slack created by Thornton’s departure.
see THORNTON, page 17

n See why JMU’s nine active players will have to fill in the vacancy left by Thornton, below

A Winter Break of Discontent for Men’s Basketball
By Dan Lobdell
and Michael Demsky
The Breeze

Coming off its first winning season
since 2000, the men’s basketball team
was widely seen as a team on the rise
at the start of this season. But after a
.500 showing in the eight games during winter break, the team now finds
itself at a crossroads as the conference
schedule heats up.
A season of optimism turned dismal with season-ending injuries to
point guard Devon Moore and swingman Andrey Semenov, overshadowing
the debut of transfer Denzel Bowles.
The 6-foot-10-inch former Texas A&M
player is leading the team in points and
rebounds-per-game since his debut
Dec. 12 at Eastern Michigan.
The injuries have also led to inconsistent play on both the offensive and
defensive sides of the ball, prompting
second-year coach Matt Brady to challenge his team to concentrate on basic
improvements above all else.
“I think this group is making progress,

although it’s never very steady,” Brady
said. “We generally take a step forward
and one and a half steps backwards.”
The Dukes lack of consistency can
be highlighted by their inabilities to
capitalize off of gaining momentum
and putting together streaks of good
play. Since winning four straight games
against nonconference opponents
(Florida International, North Carolina
Central, University of Maryland-Baltimore County and Norfolk State) earlier
in the season, the team has failed to
win back-to-back games.
“We have not become a consistent
team with respect to defensive intensity and energy, and really overall
hustle play,” Brady said. “We need to
get better in those aspects, and this
past winter break was no exception.”
The team could take solace in its
3-0 showing at home, with wins over
underdog Fordham and Colonial
Athletic Association foes Delaware
and Towson. Despite the home court
advantage, it was close losses at Stanford and rival Old Dominion that
defined a bitter holiday break for the

team. Players cited the total offensive
rebound deficit of 34-23 the team posted in the two games as a major area
where the team must improve to best
season’s 21-15 record.
“We need to work on a lot of
things, especially defensive rebounding,” senior guard Pierre Curtis said.
“Teams are offensive rebounding
against us very well, and we need to
work on boxing them out better. Overall our defense is good, but we have to
improve some things.”
The rebounding issue the team faces
may have found its solution with the
addition of Bowles. Coming out of
Kempsville High School in Virginia
Beach in 2007, Bowles was Scout.com’s
No. 13 center and regarded as a fourstar recruit. In his first two seasons at
A&M he rarely saw action, averaging
only 4.2 minutes in 17 games during
his tenure there. The lack of an opportunity to contribute prompted Bowles
to search for a program where he could
make a more immediate impact.
“I just wanted the opportunity to
play,” Bowles said. “We had a lot of big

men at A&M who are all pros now, and
I didn’t want to wait my turn. I wanted
to play, so that’s why I came here.”
In just seven games for Madison,
Bowles play has matched expectations.
He is averaging 23 points and nearly 10
rebounds a game, and since joining the
team its scoring average has jumped
from 59.4 to 72 points a game. His work
ethic and subsequent performance on
the court has earned him praise from
many, in particular, his coach.
“[The team’s improvement] is not
just solely because of his ability to
score, but it is his passing ability and
the fact that he now makes teams react
to the low post,” Brady said. “It is mostly due to his eagerness to be here and
be part of our program.”
With fellow big man Dazzmond
Thornton ruled academically ineligible for the remainder of this season,
ending his career, Bowles will have to
continue his performance while 6-foot11-inch freshman Trevon Flores grows
into a starting role. Flores is shooting
see MEN’S, page 17
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Start your career in sports journalism today!
The Breeze is hiring a new

Assistant Sports Editor
Apply at joblink.jmu.edu or E-mail breezepress@gmail.com for information.
Women’s Winter Break Action
Date

Game

W/L

score

pts

rebs

assts

News and notes

Sunday, Dec. 13

Siena

Win

85-57

Hislop, 16

Williams, 6

Friday, Dec. 18

@ Duke

Loss

79-65

Evans, 31

Taylor, 9

team recorded its first loss of the
Evans, 4 The
season against the No. 7 Blue Devils.

Monday, Dec. 21

Longwood

Win

85-67

Evans, 32

Hislop, 8

2 tied 6

Tuesday, Dec. 29

Lafayette

Win

86-54

Evans, 27

Glover, 7

Dukes won the first round of the JMU
Evans, 12 The
Invitational and advanced to the championship.

Wednesday, Dec. 30

W. Michigan

Win

74-65

Evans, 28

Williams, 8

won the first regular-season
Evans, 9 Madison
tournament it has hosted since 1991.

Sunday, Jan. 3

@ Drexel

Loss

68-67

Evans, 30

Taylor, 14

Dukes opened conference play with a
Hislop, 5 The
loss to the projected conference winner.

Thursday, Jan. 7

Georgia State

Win

68-60

Evans, 26

Williams, 13

Sunday, Jan. 10

George Mason

Win

62-50

Evans, 16

Taylor, 12

was out for medical reasons. Hislop
Hislop, 10 Evans
recorded her first career double-double.

Evans started the game with an 8-0 run,
and Longwood never took the lead.

Evans, 4 Williams tied her career high with 13 rebounds.
recorded a double-double
Evans, 6 Taylor
with 11 points and 12 rebounds.

Women’s | Injured Players Return
from page 13

Robert Boag / the breeze

Freshman guard Tarik Hislop, here driving the lane in Madison’s 79-76 season-opening home victory over
Georgetown, has started all 14 games for the Dukes this season. The 2008 Maryland Gatorade Player of the
Year ranks second on the team with 11.6 points-per-game and is averaging 28.9 minutes per contest. Junior
guard and team captain Dawn Evans on the 5-foot-7-inch Hislop: “She has taken it on extremely well. She
was a great player coming out of high school, and it translates on the floor. It’s a different speed from high
school, and I think she has taken to it really well.”

That record belongs to JMU
grad Tamera Young (’08), who
scored 2,121 points and now plays
for the WNBA’s Chicago Sky.
In Evans’ shadow is freshman
Tarik Hislop. Her 11.5 points-pergame average makes her JMU’s
second-leading scorer. She has
started every game for the Dukes
this year.
Hislop is “doing a very good
job,” Brooks said. “We threw
her into the fire. She’s had
some very good moments and
moments where she looked like
a freshman… She will continue to improve, and she wants to
improve, and I think she is going
to be very helpful to us.”
Besides a consistent second-scorer, which the team has
generally found in Hislop, Brooks
was also looking to improve consistency down low. He has a
better chance for that with the
return of center Lauren Jimenez.
The 6-foot-4-inch junior was

out almost 11 months with an
ACL injury. In the five games
she’s appeared in since she’s
been back, she has averaged 10.6
points behind Evans and Hislop. She is averaging just more
than 17 minutes of play and has
also started in place of junior
Nichelle Glover in the two most
recent games.
“I missed 22 games, so I was
kind of expecting to die on the
court,” Jimenez said. “But I am
doing a lot better. So expectationwise I have pretty much passed
what I thought I was going to be
at.”
Also recovering from an ACL
injury is guard Courtney Hamner. The junior has played in 10
games averaging 12 minutes.
“Courtney is still trying to find
her groove,” Brooks said. “It’s sort
of harder for guards to come back
from a knee injury because they
do a lot more cutting and running than a post player does.”
The return of Jimenez and
Hamner presents the possibility

for improvement in the future,
but not before a somewhat awkward adjusting period for the
team.
“In the immediate time it kind
of throws you off a bit because
kids get used to their roles a bit,
and then all of the sudden you're
putting another person into the
rotation, and then they have to
adjust,” Brooks said.
“It’s always going to have some
chemistry issues when you add
a new piece to the puzzle, but I
think they've adapted very well.”
As the Dukes look forward to
the rest of conference play, they
will focus on playing their best for
the full 40 minutes.
“I am pleased to see, though,
when times get hard, we push
through,” Jimenez said. “But
we should do that consistently, we shouldn’t just wait for
times to get hard to do that.”
Colleen Hayes of The Breeze
contributed to the reporting of
this story.
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free

tanning
Bring this ad when you tour Southview
& receive one free tanning session

Sometimes relationships
come with surprises...
Services Include:
Pregnancy Confirmation
Accurate Info on all Options
Nurse Consultations
Limited Ultrasound

Free
&
Confidential

(540) 434-7528
833 Cantrell Avenue
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
(Within walking distance of JMU campus)
More info at www.hburgpc.org

Sign a lease for fall 2010
& receive free tanning until Spring Break!

all-inclusive student living
private bedrooms & bathrooms
new furniture package for fall 2010

540.432.0600 | 1070 LOIS LN | TEXT SOUTHVIEW TO 47464

southviewjm.com
STANDARD TEXT RATES APPLY | FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY | SEE OFFICE FOR DETAILS
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Men’s Winter Break Action
Date

Game

W/L

score

pts

rebs

assts

News and notes

Saturday, Dec. 12

@ E. Michigan

Loss

75-64

Wells, 19

Wells, 11

Bowles debuts for JMU with 14 points
Curtis, 5 Denzel
and five rebounds in 30 minutes of play.

Thursday, Dec. 17

@ Gardner-Webb

Win

78-57

Bowles, 37

Bowles, 15

Louis, 8

Wednesday, Dec. 23

Fordham

Win

85-73

Bowles, 24

Bowles, 13

11-0 run at the end of the game sealed
Curtis, 7 An
this win at home for the Dukes.

Tuesday, Dec. 29

@ Stanfod

Loss

80-76

Wells, 29

Bowles, 11

Wells, 5

Julius Wells played every minute and hit
5-of-10 3-pointers against the Cardinal.

Saturday, Jan. 2

@ Northeastern

Loss

73-61

Wells, 18

Diouf, 8

3 tied 2

Bowles did not play in Madison’s
worst loss over winter break.

Monday, Jan. 4

Delaware

Win

71-65

Bowles, 26

Bowles, 10

2 tied 3

The Dukes picked up their first conference
win in front of 2,950 fans at the Convo.

Wednesday, Jan. 6

@ ODU

Loss

74-72

Wells, 29

Bowles, 7

made seven 3-pointers but missed his
Curtis, 5 Wells
final one that would have given JMU the win.

Saturday, Jan. 9

Towson

Win

69-66

Wells, 23

Bowles, 8

Ben Louis’ 3-pointer on a slash-and-kick
Curtis, 11 Guard
from senior Pierre Curtis won the game.

Bowles and freshman Darren White (22
points) combine to outscore GW.

Men’s | Wells Leads Depleted Team
from page 13

just 38.6 percent from the field
and is averaging fewer rebounds
than many of his smaller
teammates.
One of those smaller teammates crashing the boards is
Curtis, who has taken over primary ballhandler duties this
season. Curtis is averaging 3.4
rebounds a contest.
He has also shown off his
passing skills several times,
highlighted by an 11-assist effort
in Saturday’s win over Towson.
His 11th assist went to junior
guard Ben Luois for the game-

winning 3-pointer.
Injuries to fellow Brady recruits
Moore (knee) and Semenov
(back) forced forward Julius
Wells into a position of leadership. The sophomore swingman
has attempted 130 3-pointers so
far, putting him at ninth in the
country in attempts. But he has
made 50, more than any other
player in the CAA.
On a team with only three
healthy big men, Wells’ green
light to shoot 3-pointers may
decide whether this team finishes with a winning record or
reverts to the pre-Brady days of
losing seasons and first round

CAA tournament exits.
Madison could even its conference record at 3-3 with a win
tonight at William & Mary (12-3,
4-1). JMU travels to Williamsburg to play the hottest team in
the CAA, as the Tribe has won
12 of its past 13 games.
W&M is currently No. 23 in the
ratings percentage index, which
is used by the NCAA tournament
selection committee when it
hands out bids and is also used
for seeding purposes. The Dukes
won all three meetings against
the Tribe last season, including a 22-point win in the CAA
tournament.

Amy Gwaltney / the breeze

Sophomore forward Julius Wells has increased his scoring average since conference play began in December.

Thornton | Wide Receiver Practicing With Team, Possibility of Playing
from page 13

“A number of guys are going
to have a great opportunity,”
Brady said. “Certainly Matt
Parker and Trevon Flores are
going to have more of an opportunity, but I think Alioune Diouf
is going to have an opportunity
to play some more too.”
Parker, a senior forward,
has been buried on the Dukes
bench behind more physical forwards. He is known as a
perimeter shooter who does his
damage from behind the arc.

this season.
Freshman Diouf is perhaps
the most intriguing candidate
to net some of Thorton’s minutes. At just 6-foot-5, Diouf is an
undersized, gritty forward who
has earned more playing time of
late. He is a scrappy player who
has had success against bigger
opponents due to his physical
style of play.
In addition to the loss of
Thornton, Brady announced
last week that sophomore forward Andrey Semenov will also
be shelved for the remainder
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540.564.2245

Houses and townhouses still available!
Walk to campus! Call soon before they are gone!
Call: (540) 438-8800
for more information!!

practice.”
McCarter, a third-team All
CAA selection for football, was
a standout high school basketball player at Roman Catholic
in Philadelphia. Brady stopped
short of saying whether or not
McCarter has a chance to break
into the Dukes rotation.
“Right now he’s a tremendous addition to our team as a
practice player because of his
energy level and his hustle and
his desire to be out here,” Brady
said. “So that’s been a welcome
addition.”

SH A K
Every Wednesday is
BIG CHIK WEDNESDAY
6pm to 8:30pm (in house)
All you can eat Broasted Chick!
$7.99 + tax, $5.00 for Chiks

See our full menu on GoLookOn.com!

120 University Ave., Harrisonburg, VA

roster.
That number may soon
increase to 10 as Brady reaches deeper into his bag of tricks.
A familiar face in an unfamiliar place, Madison senior wide
receiver Rockeed McCarter has
been practicing with the basketball team.
“We were shorthanded right
before break and he wanted to
practice, and we needed a guy
to practice so it was fine with
us,” Brady said. “We’re happy
to have him. He’s got great
energy and he adds a lot to our

We also have
burgers and
baby back
ribs!

WE DELIVER THE CHIKS
Regular Hours
Mon thru Sat: 11am - 9pm
Sun: 11am - 8pm
Thurs, Fri, Sat: Late Delivery till 3am

of the season. Semenov, who
has performed well in limited
action, will seek a medical redshirt for a lingering lower back
injury suffered last year.
“It’s much better than last
season, but it’s not 100 percent right now so we’re going
to hope for a terrific off season
where he can get stronger and
recuperate,” Brady said.
Semenov joins sophomore
Moore, freshman Eric Beard
and sophomore Ryan Knight
on injured reserve. JMU has
just nine active players on its

K

C L UC K

We got jumbo
wings, tenders,
and more!

Parker is averaging 2.3 points
per game on the year.
At 6-foot-11-inch, Flores
has the size to replace Thornton, but questions remain as to
whether he is physically strong
enough to play in the paint. The
enigmatic forward is still trying to find his niche as a big
man in the rotation. Right now,
he is not fast enough to stay in
front of smaller, quicker forwards and not physical enough
to contend with stronger centers. Still, Brady seems to trust
Flores, starting him in 11 games

Student Semester
Membership Specials
as low as $34.95/month

Plus - No Enrollment Fees!
- one coupon per person

- see Goldʼs Gym for details
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The
Breeze is
hiring!
Asst. Sports
Editor
Art/Graphic
Director
Online
Editor
Apply online
at joblink.jmu.
edu or E-mail
breezepress@
gmail.com
for more
information.

Winter
Break Photo
Contest
Show us your
favorite part of
winter break in
a creative and
artistic photo.

Send your
submission to
breezephotography
@gmail.com.

Include
your name,
year, major/
department,
title and
description of
the photo.

Classifieds
EXOTIC POLE & FITNESS
CLASSES! New classes start
up 10th January 2010. Can start
up to one week late! We have
poledance, burlesque, exotic,
belly dance, hip hop and zumba
ﬁtness classes Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday and Sunday. www.
eﬁtdance.com (540) 434-1008
TOWNHOUSE
RENT
Townhouses available now and
for 2011 school year. 4 bd, 2 bh
and close to campus. $600 per
month for 4 students or $500 for
2. Email pauldesroches@gmail.
com or call (571) 334-9240

HOUSE 4 RENT 654 NORTH
LIBERTY 4 Large Bedrooms,
kitchen, dining room, dual zone
heat pumps, large deck and storage
building, off street parking,
students welcomed. $1,000.00
rent/ deposit (540) 383-6468
5 BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS
Huge Victorian house with 8
bedrooms and high ceilings, 2 full
kitchens, 2 full bathrooms, and
living room. Large covered front
porch. Visit www.castleproperty.
com for ﬂoor plans and price.
(540) 564-2659
HOUSES AVALABLE FOR
FALL: 1173 Harrison 5br, 401 S.
High 3br,12 South Ave. 4 or 5 br,
1330 Crawford 2br,166 Maryland
4br. See www.rentjum.com (540)
478-5980
8 BEDROOM HOUSE Old South
High. Recently remodeled. 3
baths. Pets. Basement. Off street
parking. (540) 810-3632

DEVON LANE Townhome.
3 Bedroom. 1.5 bath. August
2010. 540-435-7861
3 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE
. REDUCED.quiet area with
character, 2 and half baths,
basement, bike storage, deck.
walk to class. August. $295.
each. 1103 mt view (540) 3839041
212 CANTRELL AVENUE 6
BR, 2.5 bath house. $1650/mo.
Large bedrooms with hardwood
ﬂoors. Quick walk to class with
location across from hospital. Off
street parking. Pets considered.
cantrellhouses@gmail.com

6 BEDROOM HOUSE Elizabeth
Street. Very nice house. 2 kitchens,
2 baths. Great ﬂoor-plan. Private.
Pets (540) 810-3632
2
OR
4
BEDROOM
APARTMENTS located between
downtown and Memorial Hall.
Large open common areas, A/C,
D/W, W/D $365 - $395/room 1011-12 month leases available. Pets
permitted. www.castleproperty.
com (540) 564-2659
TOWNHOUSES AVAILABLE
FOR FALL 1101 Mt. View, 4 br,
1134 Mt. View, 5 br.21 Weaver
4br. See www.rentjmu (540) 4785980

Get involved with The Breeze
Visit our open house on
Jan. 28 at 6 p.m.

WEST WATER 4 bedrooms, 2 full
baths, 2 full kitchens. available
now. 700$/ month. Utilities not
included. Pets ok. (540) 433-2271
OLD TOWNE 8 BEDROOM
HOUSE rent $543 (10 month
lease) Beautiful house with 2 full
kitchens, 3 bathrooms, W/D, A/C.
High ceilings, large wraparound
porch, yard and offstreet parking.
5 blocks to campus 2 blocks to
downtown. Pets permitted. www.
castleproperty.com. (540) 5642659
NAGS HEAD 4-Month Student
Summer Rentals, May-Aug,
seabreezerealty.com (252) 2556328
5 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE
- Mt. View Drive; $275/month;
furnished; 1 year lease (8/108/11); midalton@cox.net; (703)
450-5008 (H); 703-864-3169
(cell)
2010
SPRING
SEMESTER
LEASE 2 Bedroom Apartment. 3
blocks from Memorial Hall. Fully
equipped with 1.5 bathrooms,
W/D, A/C, dishwasher. Call us
today to schedule a showing.
www.castleproperty.com
(540)
564-2659
TOWNHOUSE
$295/RM
COUNTY CLUB 4 bedroom 2
½ bath available immediately.
Single lease preferred. Laundry
Room with washer and dryer.
Free parking. Furnished Living
Room and Dining Area. 2nd and
3rd ﬂoors have 2 bedrooms and
shared bath on each ﬂoor. Internet
equipped. $295 + utilities. (240)
351-2706
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SHARED APT SUBLEASE FEMALE Shared 4 bedroom 2
bath apt with washer and dryer.
Transferring and need to sublet
my room. There are 3 other girls
& each person has bedroom with
shared bath. I will subsidize $100
of the rent monthly to a sublet.
Drive and there is a $200 Sublet
fee you will have to pay to the Apt.
Company. Immed Occ available
through july. Email rsinger4@
comcast.net or 443-845--2003
(443) 845-2003
TOWNHOME
$270/RM
HUNTERS RIDGE 4-bedroom/2bath available 08/01/10, privately
owned, completely furnished
living and dining areas on both
levels, new appliances, solid
desks, dressers and beds, vertical
blinds, ceiling fans, pets permitted
for $20/ mo additional (703) 5991549
TOWNHOME
$270/RM
HUNTERS RIDGE 4-bedroom/2bath available 08/01/10, privately
owned, completely furnished
living and dining areas on both
levels, new appliances, solid
desks, dressers and beds, vertical
blinds, ceiling fans, pets permitted
for $20/ mo additional (703) 5991549
TOWNHOUSE 10 MIN FROM
QUAD 1 room available. Fees
already paid! Free extras included.
Rent only $325! Girls only. (443)
789-7504
STUDENT HOUSING - WALK TO
JMU! 4 BR 2 BTH TH in Hunters
Ridge - ADT Security Included,
furnished. $350 per bedroom.
Remodeled! (540) 246-7922

LGBT & Ally and UPB Present...

FOREST HILLS MANOR SUBLEASE! Spring10’ First month’s
rent free! (540) 207-3628

BARTENDING
$300/
POTENTIAL NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY.
TRAINING
AVAILABLE
1-800-965-6520
EXT212
BARTENDING
CLASSES
jiggersbartendingschool.com,
ﬂexible schedules & payment
plans (540) 560-7971
BUSINESS Make great money
with a great product. (540) 4783415 or visit www.gograb2.com
DELIVERY HELP part-time
delivery person for local furniture
store (540) 433-0909
SURVEY TAKERS NEEDED
Make $5-$25 per survey.
GetPaidToThink.com.
SALES/MARKETING
POSITION
Local
company
looking
for
sales/marketing
person,
self-starter
with
computer skills. E-mail resume
to KandTServices@gmail.com or
FAX to 540-289-9545
CHILDCARE
Wanted:
Dependable, creative students to
provide child care for area families.
Full-time or part-time, Nonsmoking a must. Call ChildCare
Connection at 433-4531 or Email
asaunder@rhcc.com.

The
Breeze is
hiring!
Asst. Sports
Editor
Art/Graphic
Director
Online
Editor
Apply online
at joblink.jmu.
edu or E-mail
breezepress@
gmail.com
for more
information.

Featuring Comedian Jason Stuart

Funny Freakin’ Friday

Anthony-Seeger Hall Basement
COME TO JIFFY LUBE FOR
YOUR NEXT OIL CHANGE.

upb.jmu.edu

Date: Friday, Jan. 15
Time: 8-9 p.m.
Place: TDU

$5 OFF
Jiffy Lube Signature Service® Oil Change
(with JAC card)
Bring in this coupon and get $5.00 off your next oil change at your nearest participating Jiffy Lube.
Come in every 3,000 miles for a Jiffy Lube Signature Service® Oil Change.
*This coupon is only redeemable at the Jiffy Lube at 1870 East Market St. Harrisonburg, VA

Jiffy Lube Signature Service® Oil Change

- No Appointment necessary.
- Free top off on your way home*
- National database keeps a
history of your Jiffy Lube services.

$34.99
- $5.00
$29.99 (with JAC card)
Not valid with other offers. Jiffy Lube Signature Service®
is a registered trademark of Jiffy Lube International, Inc.
© 2009 All Rights reserved.

1870 East Market Street
across from Valley Mall

Harrisonburg, VA 22801
(540) 433-8599
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For more info, contact SWO at 540-568-2831.
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